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Last November in CHIMAERA No. 2 a 
report was published on efforts by students 
from Alexander Mackie and Sydney College 
of the Arts, to establish the genesis of a 
dialogue between students of Art institutions 
throughout Australia. We called this 
NETWORK. 

Well, what has happened since? You guessed 
it - Sweet F.A. Oh! pardon - there was a fete 
and a barbeque too, a very enjoyable day, 
at Sydney College, Balmain, in which students 
from both colleges participated, and this was 
followed by a dance. The fete had 'art' stalls 
of sorts, art-package lucky dips, a portrait 
stand and various other games for fun and 
communication. Apart from some dead-shit 
who added a sour note to the dance, a good 
time was had by all. 

What did this all mean however for 
NETWORK' 

The original dialogue between those of us 
interested in NETWORK, concerned some of 
the practicalities of actually making contact 
with the different institutions - that is, who are 
they, where are they, etc, and considerations 
about what sort of ideas we could present to 
the student bodies of the institutions which 
would arouse some interest in participating in 
a NETWORK dialogue. 

Obviously first things first - if a dialogue 
could be established, then solid goals could be 
evolved. This is not an easy process. 

Before we even got to first base it seemed to 
the writer that a serious limit on agreement 
existed. Everybody had their own axe to grind 
and their own little golden egg to promote. At 
one point conversation bogged down on the 
politics of the gallery syste,m, this being 
considered by some, an important issue to take 
a posture on, at least from a NETWORK 
point of view. 

To me this whole process was self defeating. 
That is, it was out of focus to be getting caught 
in disagreement about issu'es which would be 
more fruitfully discussed Via a Network Sys
tem. Our priority should have been pract
icalities - in other words, let's find out the 
mechanics of setting up the system, so that 
these kinds of relevant issues can be rewarding 
NETWORK dialogue. 

Consider some of the possibilities - I think 
they are exciting - I haven't researched it, but 
there must be a considerable number of art 
institutions in Australia and perhaps even we 
could include N .Z. Many of these have an 
SRC with substantial dollar resources. 

I think it is plausible, that given time, good 
intentions and good communication, some 
agreement can be reached between at least a 
few of the art insitutions (ie their motivated 
students) in which joint projects can be under
taken on a regular basis. 

My purpose, is to use this article, in this 
edition of our newspaper, to be a first step 
in a dialogue which cou ld lead to this kind of 
agreement. I propose that a copy of 
CHIMAERA with this article be forwarded 
to all of the art institutions via their SRC's or 
whatever, as an invitation to them, to enter 
into a NETWORK dialogue. They can re
produce the article in their equivalent of our 
tYewspaper if they have one, or at least adver
tise it around their college, as an invitation to 
stlid~llts to exchange di~lcg'Je with us. We 
(CHIMAERA) should be interested in devot
ing space to reproducing any contributions 
they send us. 

This of course is merely to get things rolling. 
It is important ultimately, to have some kind 

of venue to make the thing work at a more 
sophisticated leve l. For example, it costs 
$500 to $600 to produce each edition of 
Chimaera. 

A national NETWORK pUblication could be 
produced using the combined resources of the 
participating institutions. One practical 
approach (considering the distances involved) 
could be for each institution to take a turn at 
producing a NETWORK publication which 
would nevertheless use material contributed by 
many institutions. This would be a practical 
venue from which other things could be 
generated. 

Don' t forget our possible dollar resources -
and this has' nothing to do with AUS politics. 

We could produce exchange shows of worth 
while student work, (?) we could create grants 
and scholarships. We could initiate exchange 
processes. We could orchestrate a process in 
which the people who are motivated towards 
"ART DIALECTICO - OPERATING" can get 
into communication at a level which doesn't 
depend so totally on the institutional struct· 
ure. 

Personally I think it's obvious. Without 
postulating about ART, ' it doesn't require 
much mental overdrive to appreciate what the 
situation is which we are inheriting as artists. 
(And why should we be satisfied with it?) 

Whilst providing an opportunity for us to 
embrace this marvellous game of intelligence , 
the college and art gallery systems 
simultaneously limit our potential for 
expanded dialogue (once out into the cold 
survival world). The tradition is isolationist 
and the galleries corrupt the intention of the 
dialectic process, ie the criteria is generally 
'saleable' versus 'dialectical' . I hope this makes 
sense. 
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LEITER FROM THE PUBLISHER 

C0LOUR AND CHIMAERA 

So you've noticed. Yes, Chimaera, or this 
facsimile herein, has gotten itself colourful. 
But not without a little help we might add. 

Another noticeable difference is the appear
ance of some advertising. These phenomena, 
as )lou could have guessed by now, do have 
something to do with each other. Quite simply 
the lIdvertising pays, or at least contributes, 
towaro the cost of the colour printing. 

People may find strong, or some, objections 
to the use of advertising. If so, it is hoped they 
will make a written, maybe detailed, explanat
ion of its relative uses and abuses etc. It would 
be a welcome article. 

Generally we sought the kind of paying 
advertising which would be useful information 
to those reading the paper - a what's happening/ 
available - and avoided the use of excessive. 
consumer/producer advertising. 

This issue is also the first of several of a 
general mode of operation which aims spec
ifically at better self management. 

Jude McBean has done a great, if. not except
in organising the initial funding and 

Im!,mtaining the progressively better standard 
for the past five issues . .she's had 

a number of others regularly and 
notably Steve Smith with graphics 

I~VOUL. All those that have been involVed 
far will no doubt continue their' contribut-· 

as there is something quite gratifying in ' ~ 
a means of communication, although at 
thankless task. . 
contributors for this issue are a varied 

we would like to see more variety -
!reviews. reportage, essays, just let'us know what 

None of us have assembled a paper 
we've done well with this issue -
you think. 

Printing deadlines prevented a more 
Itf~~u:;~rl~~~ elimination of typesetting errors. 
~( , where these occur, the sense of the 

is still intact and therefore, we prevail 
our readers indulgence . and iritelIig~nce. 
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POLLOCK 

That's right Ken. 
This little farce canserve to expose this US· based 3rt system for what it is -

American imperialist big business. 
The work of "art" has been reduced to its exchange value and investment potential. 

A strictly maintained "star" system ensures that the name of the artist and not the 
work itself establishes this value. The work itself is totally irrelevant. Work that has no 
real content, such as has dominated Western art production over the last twenty years, 
(Americal Ineternationalist modernism), lends itself particularly well to this sytem. 
an serves to perpetuate cultural elitism (and goes beautifully in the offices of multi· 
national corporations (art patronage is a great tax dodge), and the penhouses of New 
York's aristocracy. 

Mr Ledwij's exhibition is a very small time hoax compared with the massive one 
American capitalism has played on us. 

Ruth Waller 
............................ Dip Art 4 

There is . . no doubt that there was educational merit in having the Pollock show, if 
I may call it that, at the Gallery. . 

Thls disappointing· aspect of the whole sham is that our college wa~ used as a flux 
for one grat publicity campgians by the so called Perth entrepreneur Mr Bohdon Led· 
wij. What did the college get our of this, a distinct loss of prestige not only in Austral· 
ia, but our international ·prestige mus't als be at rock bottom, a prestige t!"h the Dean 
has been so carefully fostering, he now has a hand in destroying it. 

Mr Reinhard met Mr Ledwij in Perth earLier this year when he was invited to join 
a panel of judges awarding a 5,000 dollar non·acquisitive art prize initiated by Mr 
Ledwij. The idea of the Pollock exhibition coming to Sydney then came up, no doubt 
the two men also made arrangemnets for Reinhards exhibition recently held at .Ledwij's 
find Arts Gallery Perth at the same time. 
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Hold onto your sense of humour folks! 
After many hours of careful deliberation our responsible panel of fmal 

year stodents have ' achieved consensus of opinion brought to you now 
ufthe form of this lectorer assessment. 

As criticism it is designed to ' contribute positively to stodent/lecturer 
relationships and therefore to the quality of the whole vibe at Art 
School. . 

Correspondence will be entered into. Recriminations should be 
addressed to; Chimaera. 

S. Archer: School's out! Taking Barry Thomas to New York. 
E. Ashburn: Ambitious but more accessible and energetic than others 
within the higher eschelons. Lookin' good! 
E, Backen: Fastidious, conservation of status quo. 
Sid Ball: Cool but caught. Yea, Sid! 
[ -Burn: We know Ian is on about SOMETHING! Why haven't we heard 
it"before? 
A. Butler: "That's great! I really like that - it's fine. Cigarette?" 
K. Connor: Reflects a private world - congenial and where? 
L. Coombs: I'm learning too - over to you Harry/ette. 
V. Coventry: These boots are made for walking b)lt there's something 
to be said for tulips. Puts her money where her mouth is. 
P. Dallow: Punctual paranoia; requires mutual understanding. Knows 
what he knows, but when he doesn't he knows! (sniff!) 
S. de Teliga: Holidaying in Europe on proceeds of IBM sales. "Aw shit, 
he's O.K! " 
Dick Dovey: Conservative but could extend: knows his stuff. "Is he 
looking at me?" 
C: Downie: Stepping onto the 1st rung. Thematic thuctheth. 
J, Drews: Synonymous with sight and sound - identity in tact, but here's 
looking around you, John. 
C. Evatt: (to be read aloud) abounds in bungle-botch, foozle-muff, 
miss mishit misfire, smooth, silkiness, satin, velvet, sleekness, marble, 
glas&ice, flatness, horizontality, levigation, poliSh, varnish, gloss, glaze, 
Shine, finish, slipperrnist, oily, greasy, clam, quiescence, bulldozer, 
slI)oother, roller, rolling pin, tailor's goose, mangle, wringer press, sand
paper, file, polish, lubricator. 
J.: Firth-Smith: Certainly doesn't impose 'his presence on students. 
A;story-teller of some stature. 
c.:Gentle: Amiable cocktail coversationalist, well-appointed . 
1j'. Gidney: Eager technician but - where was Eric when the lights 
went on? 
A. Gyde: Helpful and approachable at all times. Stop Press! . Congrat-
ulations! ' 
Dr D. Hickey: Provides tuition in rese~ch/intensive enslavement; has 
mellowed. 
I. Howard: Generates; honestly motivated, but is he on an upward 
spiral? Good Value. • 
C.J ordan: Heavens to Betsy, heavens above, You only hurt the ones 
you love. 

1st voice: "Let's have some solid criticism" , 
2nd voice: " Well, I think he's a prick". 
1st voice: "You can't print that!" 

3rd voice: 'But we have to make him understand - that's construct-
ive", 

1st voice: "What's that?" 
3rd voice: "I'm sure he's well-motivated in his own mind". 
2nd voice: "I think those shades of his are really crazy. Why don't 

we blow .... " , 
3rd voice: "Aw, shut up Mario - this ain't no revolution". 

J. Kaplan: He's an old badger who knows his tricks! 
M. Kitching: Supports the legal profession; dynamic; has been known 
to throw things. 

G.KUO:~ ft ~ i 1J ~ 
Worth his weight in boiled rice. (I recommend the Fish Cafe). 

A. Leach-Jones: Has a good reputation, Recommend a small dribble! 
W. Mansill: Professional excellence. Was in Vogue. 
V. Martin: Silly as a 2·bob watch; could arrive on time. 
R. Milgate: 1st voice: "Do you think he rates another dialogue?" 

2nd voice: "Naw ... " 
3rd voice: "Then how about an appraisal?" 
6th voice: "Nahhr ...... 

T. O'Donnell: Obviously a gentle-man. Thingkucoodbetuffatellusmor! 
B. O.Dwyer: I'm here, you're there. Future shock. 
A. Oldfellow: Cool· condition critical; demands criticism. (How boring) 
R. Owen: Write soon! 
P. Pinson: 1st voice: What will we say about Peter Pinson? 

2nd voice (looking around): Do any of us know him?-
3rd voice: Well then we can't really say anything. Next time we 
must have a complete survey of student opinion. 

K. Reinhard: One sen§es there is a mechanic at the helm. Ideologically 
invisible. Experienced ill construction of diploma factories, but appar
ently void conceptually'. Amiable in elevation, but doesn't seem inter
ested. Let's hear from you sometime, K;en!? 
G. Schwarz: Information bureau. Accessibility Black or White? 
M. Spratt: Affable and approachable, but creates panic. 
B. Thomas: Interesting ·face, should do well in politics. 
A. Trompf: Good story-teller; ideologically foetal. Has the right idea 
but needs a filing system. 'Twould be a poor place without Alex. 
P. Upward: Definitely a man to watch, but don't blink! 
R. Vickers: . Conversational, survivor; but you must play the game. 
A. Walpole: PSychiatry is an evil; it should be banned! 
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On the night of Friday, May 5th, 

graduates, parents and the Alexander 
Mackie officialdom gathered at Padding
ton Town Hall for the annual awarding 
of diplomas - 23 out of the 87 final year 
D.A, students found their way onto the 
stage to receive their Art Diplomas. 

You couldn't afford to ' blink or you 
would have missed them - but more of 
that later. The only laugh in the arriving 
crowd came from the lady carried up two 
'flights of stairs backwards, in her wheel
chair. She thought it was a great joke, 
but the ,two men carrying her showed the 
kind of constipated stoicism that seemed 
to be the order of the night. 

- In they marched - the heavies - two by 
two , prideful' parents and exalted grad
uates greeting them with the garbled re
frain of "Gaudeamus Igitur". Col J ardan 
burped in Liz Ashburn's face; Ken Rein
hcq:d tried 'to make out just who it was he 
was next Jo; various Albion St academics 
toed their best to ignore the intruding 
-qog which howled in the doorway of t he 
hall ; the President and the Vice-President 
,did the best silly-walks I've ever seen; 
Elwyn Lynn contented himself with look
ing simply resplendent. 

In fact they all looked pretty impress
ive in their academic gowns. Just the 
way you should look at graduation. It 
really begs the question why students 
,weren't provided with hoods. After all, 
if the night was for anyone it was for t he 
graduates. 

The proceedings got underway with an 
address by Dr Rawlinson, the Head of 
School. He was concerned to get across 
his message that the college was at the 
crossroads, and if you don't know which 
crossroads those are you, you just keep 
going about 200 yards past the station 
at Oatley until you get to the first set of 
lights. Dr Rawlinson thought that the 
college could be proud of its staff and its 
students. 

This pride in the students was particul
arly in evidence in connection with the 
students' exhibition , Supposedly, by 
defin ition, an exhibit ion of paintings 
requires that the works be hung in a 
vertical position. If this requirement is 
accepted, then there was no exhibition 
of students' work at Paddington Town 
Hall that night. At least 50% of the works 
were left leaning against the wall, and all 
the available floor ashtrays were being 
used to keep a few of the painting a 
couple of inches off t he floor (a farr more 
subtle form of disuassion than the usual 
anti-smoking diatribe perhaps?). A string 
structure was erected by Mary McKenzie 
across the stairway leading up from the 
ground floo;'. Title: "This is a Fire 
Hazard - it must be Removed". It would 
be nice to know who takes responsibility 
for exhibitions of this kind and why they 
don't show more sympathy for the stud
ents they are so proud of. 

Still on the subject of responsibility, 
has a few things to say. He felt it was 
unfortunate that the college had to cut 
its intake of education students - but in 
view of the dire economic situation this 
was a responsible thing to do. However 
he felt it was a jolly good thing that 
various nobs at the college had taken no 
responsib ility at all for the exhibition 
of phoney Jackson Pollock's at the Ivan 
Dougherty gallery. Life at the top can be 
tough sometimes, and a very sympathetic 
audience did a good job of pretending 
that they'd never heard of Jackson 
Pollock. 

, , , 

As the dignitaries onstage did their 
best to stay awake, the Assistant Director 
of \ Education gave his address. He 
exhorted graduates to confront obstacles 
with confidence. This should come easy 
to graduates from the kind of educational 
institution he had in mind, where 
students « take-on, take·in, examine, 
select and reflect", helped by teachers 
who "must be gUided by an intelligent 
ec1ecticism", and .working in the atmos
phere of "an open house not a closed 
shop". If you can run that sort of 
semantic obstacle course for three years 
you'll probably get a job as the Under
Assistant Director of Education. 

Finally the diplomas. Out of 87 grad
uates, 23 went up for a diploma in art. 
64 trained teachers is not a great number, 
but there are many other places in Syd
ney where you can get some sort of Dip. 
Ed. but 87 diplomas in art is a very 
small number indeed, especially when 
you consider that iri a city of 4.3 million, 
Alexander Mackie offers facilities and 
training that are almost unique. It would 
be nice to think that those dyspeptic 
looks up on the stage were more than 
rich food, but I doubt whether Dr 
Rawlinson and Co are as sensitive to the 
needs of the community as they are to 
the needs of the economy. The loudest 
applause was for the girl who received her 
diploma in a bus conduct ress' uniform. 
It surprised me to see how many realists 
there were at su ch an elitist gathering. 

John Kavanagh 
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BECOME A REAL ARTIST 

HOGARTH GALLERIES College 
offers the following post-graduate courses 
for Alexander Mackie art students:· 

1. Oole: where to apply, what add· 
resses to give, what to tell the Social 
Security Inspectors, etc. (Fee - $30) 

2. Government Grants - how to get a 
large Government grant every year, 
how to become on intimate terms with 
the top echelons and Government 
art officials, how to staff Art Boards 
with your friends, how .to treble your 
price on a Government sale, what are 
the acceptable styles etc. (Fee - $60) 

3. Oealers - how to organize simultan· 
eous one artist exh ibitions of your 
work at several galleries in the one 
city at the same time, how to bluff 
a dealer into exhibiting your work, 
what clothes to wear when inter
viewing your dealer and what sex to 
assume, how to prevent your dealer 
from receiving a commission, how to 
sell your paintings privately without 
paying the dealer. (Fee - $60) 

4. Next Wave - how to estimate what 
changes will occur in art one year 
before they happen. (Fee - $15) 

5. Critics - who you should write about, 
how to establish the name of a new art 
movement, how to have a new art 
movement called after yourself, how 
to review an exhibition without 
actually seeing it. (Fee - $25) 

6. Gossip - where to get the latest, how 
reliable the sources are, who to tell if 
you want to spread a rumour. 
(Fee-$15) 

7. How to become an Artist's Spouse -
where to meet artists, how to hold on 
to them and how to get thlWl to pop 
the question. (Fee - $15) 

8. Oress - what clothes you should wear, 
how you should dress like a car 
salesman, where to find housing, what 
to eat and drink, people you should 
befriend, attitudes you should adopt. 
(Fee - $25) 

-------- - ----Send fee directly to HOGARTH 
GALLERIES, Walker Lane, Paddington 
and for further enquiries telephone 31-
6839. 
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THE ARTIST AS A GIGOLO 

The story of an artist as he experi
ments with life. Ron had been down a 
long time unable to se 1 his work, why is 
it that yo'u had to have an e'xhibition to 
sell, didn't some god point 'and say "this 
is real art, buy it". Well that's what happ
ends in the magazine's andbooks • but 

poor Ron, misguided fool, believed it 
would happen to him. One day while 
contemplating his quandry, after all he 
had tried being camp. that was until he 
had to nearly suck this guys cock, tried 
travel, got busted in Newcastel with a 
joint, and was deported, the 'art route 
was the only way .left. So returning to 
college, he met some lecturers they 'said 
things like "your work is great, are ypu 
seelling," but Ron just said " no just ~.uck.~ ,... 
in cocks and being sent away from- 'all 
major towns in NSW. But he did get some 
invitations to openings and parties. 

The very first party he scored, this 
woman recognised him as an. artist, which 
is easy because everyone looks like an 
artist at these parties (denim, leather, 
lace) in fact Ron thought this girl was an 
artist too, because she said things like 
"I'm into post objective lyrical abstract
ion, et vous?" and Ron was saying things 
he remembered from college, like "I'm 
really into it too, Le hotdog." The part 
was getting wild and Clara (the woman) 
said "are you camp or do you travel?" 
Ron answered HI nearly sucked a guy off 
once, and I have been deported etc." So 11 
as things worked out, Ron won this 
woman it wasn't too lard until he got 

/ / 
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Which do you consider are more alike, 
Ken Reinhard or Liz Ashurn? or vice 
versa? (be brief. 

2 Who cares? (be careful) 

3 How angry would you be if it was 
suggested ..... 
a. that the diploma was interpolated 

p~limpsest? 
b.~· that art etcher was an agricultural 

implement? 
f .. '" 

4 Have you the faintest recollectiQn of 
a. Michealangelo Bucravotti? 
b. Ne'o-Romantic~m? 
c. What do you have the faintest 

'recollection of? 
d. ·Does it matter? 

S Estimate the average ago of 
I. Art Nouveau 
b, The New Art 
c. Alexander Mackie Social Realism 

(be quick) 

6 Would you say that attendance aqt lec
tures was directly responsible for the 
art f chool? If not what would you 
say? 

Give the approximate dates of at least 
2 of the following 
I. 
b. ' 91S" ··' ... "'.' .-... ., ;'. ~ '.' 

8 What is an electro media specialist? Do 
you agree? 

9 Trace by means of graphs etc. 
a. the incidence of acne in Stage 2 

Diploma students 
b. A cup of tea 
candidates over 70 need not attempt 
questions .... 3, 2, II and 23. 

10 Expostulate (chiefly) on 
' a. The curriculum , . 
b, the incidence of mercury poison- . 

ing among'students using house 
paints. 

1 I Estimate the sie of: 
a a miniture 
ii studio space 
c a head lecturer (stigmatise cursor

ily) 

12 Fill in the names of at least some of 
the following: 
a. 
b. 
c. Brett Whitely 

13 Alexander Mackie had several redeem
ing features (illustrate) 

13b Why is Syd Ball? (NB Do no attempt 
to answer this question) 

14 Arrange in this order 
a. Stage 1 
b. Stage 2 
c. Stage 3 
d. Stage 4 
NB Do not attempt to write on more 
than one side of the paper at the same 
time. 

15a Is art dead? 

15b What is that funny 'smell in the base
me!).t (exaggerate ent~'usiastica1ly) 

home, "come to bed" Cfara coaxed. Ron 
and Clara spent the night in sweet 
embrass, and in the morning Clara said 
"will you give rna a painting." Ron not 
seeing any use for his pantings. agreed 
and a beautiful relationship ~tarted, Ron 
painting and Clara fucking. The problem 
was that Clara wanted sex 'every night, 
and Ron was working harder' than ever 
before, he was so tired he sometiems 
wondered if it was worth the effort. The 
good point was that his standard had 
dropped and Clara's friends had offer
ed to buy some paintings from hi,. 

After two months Clara and her 
friends offered Ron a deal, he could fuck 
them all if he gave them his paintings to 
sell . Ron was staggered and leaped at the 
chance , not realiSing how much physical 
and mental effort was required, tofuck 
so many on so many occasions. Clara had 
drifted away from him, she seemed to be 
more intent on spending her new found 
wealth, and had been seen in the 
company of other look like artists. The 
wold was around that she was construct
ing a stable, but Ron missed the point, as 
Clara didn't seem to have any horses. 

Then came that dreadful night, when 
he was at Clara's "take off your cloths" 
she snapped " put them over there and 
hop into bed". Ron was taken aback, but 
starting to take off his coat, but he turn
ed and said "hey who's fucking who 
here" to which Clara replied " I'm doing 
all the fucking now, you are merely a 

'mechanic in my system." All Ron could 
thnk of as he climbed into bed was that 
he was the capitalist's slut. 

," 

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO ANSWER 
MORE THAN ONE QUESTION 
AT A TIME 

20 Why on earth is Jackson Pollock? (Ser
iously though). 

HOW YOU SCORED 

16 How would you dispose of 
a. i) a happ~ning ti) a disaster movie? 
b. i) the Gallery system? 
c i) the lower class? ii) the upper 

class? . . 
d. You mother'! (be brutal) 

17 Which would you rather be?-
a. Leonardo da Vinci? 
b. A lecturer in DarWin 
c. Status Quo (The Roman) 

18 Examine the state of mind of : 
a. Pablo PiccasSo ... 1978 
b. Salvado.r Dali 
c. Ken Rienliard half a moment 

after sighting Liz -Ashburn 
~. , '.0; • 

19 DeplQre the failu~;of the rock and roll 
revolutiC;m .. ·, ~~.~~ I"~' ' 

' .. ~. " .. , 

If you did this quiz at all you are a victim 
of Cleo social realism or Womens Weekly 
suburban Psychosis: Go and buy a stroke 
mag or take two bex and lie down . If you 
didn't do the quiz then there is some . 
hope for you; take two bex and lie down 
and you may get over whatever ails you. 

DERRY MESSUM 



ALKUSS 

I Mickey ---------- (5) "'0-
3, Soap powder (5) 
7 Opposite of "don't" (2) 
8 When was thelast time you got up the 

.... ------ of Dawn and saw the sunrise? 
(5) 

10 Hot beverage (3) , I ( 
II Zany one (4) S-~ .... " 
12 Twnty-two over seven (2) ~ of. f"1c; 
13 Pointed member of a form; or a silly 

noise (5) 
14 Meat - minced, seasoned and stuff-

ed (also explosive) into long cylin
drical cases prepared from entrails and 
divided when full into lengths of a few 
inches. (slang) (7) 

16 Anagram of "no" (2) 
17 Bird prone to fartingin the morning (7) 
21 Speedy Aussie chick (3) 
22 Dinner ale (2) 
23 HOt beverage made from vegemite-

like substance (5) 
24 Irresponsible (6) 
25 Finish, stop (3) 
26"-------- Dominelli for Ford" (TV) (6) 

DOWN 

I Has habits and prays (4) 
2 Poultry insult (4,4) 
4 Theinstinctive impulse of the individ-

ual(2) 
5 Idea, conception, thought (6) 
6 Monkey dance (12) 
9 Pertaining to wings (4) 
12 Deliver sounds with voice (9) 
15 Drunk or fucked (7) 
14 Whales are killed for this (7) 
18 Being a kin of fairy (5) 
19 RMA (3) 
20 Conjunction connecting words and 

sentences (3) 
22 See 7 across (2) SOLUTION ON PAGE 

. Crossword by Kerryn and Warren 

Newest and easily the most dismaying 
medium used by artist Andy Warbol: 
dog-piddle. His mutt, Amos, goes on 
copper-painted canvases and "It turns 
green and makes designs." Sales are 
slow. 

" 

QUOTE 

"To me that is totally stupid. If one 
thinks of life, what is it? The inevitab
ility of death is always with us, from 
birth onward. I don't emphasize it. I 
accept it as part of one's ~xis~en~e. 
One is always aware of mortalIty 1Jl hfe 
even in a rose that blooms and then 
dies. I've never understood this aspect of 
criticism against me (Emphasis on death, 
decay and angst.) And I don't now take 
any notice of it. It seems to me that the 
people who think in this way have never 
really thought about life. One has only 
to turn to the great of the past - to 
Shakespeare, Greek tragedies - to real~ze 
how much of it was concerned wIth 
mortality. I'm not interested in violence. 
During the Vietnam war there was more 
violence on American television every 
afternoon than there is in all my work. 
I accept violence, yes , I accep.t it as p~rt 
of one's existence." . . . 

FRANCIS BACON 
.. '.0. : ••. 
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Arthur's No 5 
ego tripped 

up the others 
LOS ANGElU 

A SALESMAN was acquitted of drun
ken driving after a bizarre trial during whic. 
a psychiatrist" called" two of the man's alter 
egos to the stand to testify_ 

The acquittal in a 
court in San Jose, Cali
fornia. followed testi
mony by Dr Ralph 
Allison concern ing the 
five personalities of Art
thur DW,ayne Bicknell. 

"Johnnie is the villain 
in this piece," Dr Allison 
said. 

"~ got it all from him. 
He popped out and told 
me himself that be was 
responsib~e, that ht was 
trying to destroy Art
hur." 

The ·psychiatrist ex
tained that Johnnie was 
Mr Bicknell's trouble
J:flaking alter ego. 

His other alter egos 
were Peter, a seven-year
old fond of climbing 
trees and John, the, m'a
ture guardian who must 
deal with Johnnie. 

Dwayne was the busi
nessman who took care 
of everyday life and Art-

thur was the basic pet. 
sonality. 

During the trial, Dr 
Allison hypnotised II! 
Bicknell and summOid 
Peter and John as dJa. 
racter witnesses a 
Johnnie. 

"He does bad thin,. 
testified Peter . 

"He keeps me "
ed busy," said John. 

The ps~chiatrist, 
specialise; in 

multiple B,c~h~lt~:{ said Mr 
sensitive child 
in a big house 
pressed alcoholic 
and a father who 
gone all the time." 

"He made 
ary people to 
company, five 
Hies in aU/' Dr 
said. 



Biting the hand 
that feeds you! 

''THE VIEW FROM THE ROOF" 

-. 
t 
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No doubt it's untrue - but rumour 
has it that an opportunity DID exist at 
one point in recent years, for the former 
Burton St. Campus (East Sydney Tech.' 
C;ollege) to become Mackie's Art School 
mtacto-toto. 

A well-known pe.fsonality in the heir
archy (rum our goes on) made the 
decision which turned our gaze towards 
Albion Avenue - the Art School of the 
future. 

Anyone' in possession of their fac
ulties - er the facts - would do us all 
an historical favour if they'd give us the 
drum on this (please respond). 

Meanwhile we are a divided art school, 
and whilst it is probably counter-product
ive to grizzle about it there must surely 
be some value in ~ focusing on a few of 
the problems ~hich seem to be turning 
the vibe down. . . 

After aU, even the present.first year 
students (welcome and good luck) will 
probably reach diploma status before the 
new art school is a reality. We're all in 
the same boat, students, lecturers -the 
lot. 

Towards the end of last semester 
(1977) considerable enthusiasm and 
anticipation existed concerning the 
Flinders St. campus. The roof was to be 
a well vege.tated haven for interaction 
and relaxation. Student facilities were to 
be unprecedented. Studio space was to 
be a major improvement (based on a 
scientific stu4ent per square foot time 
and inotion study calculation) and in 
consequence of all this (the implication 
went) the whole identity of art school 
was ' to experience an evolutionary jumr. 

Well , of course, I was one of the 
bunnies who believed it. Even when I 
first arrived by bicycle at Flinders St. 
for a sneak preview I believed it. Flinders 
SI. looked good. 

A lot of thought and money had gone 
into the place. Theoretically it looked 
fine (although why painting lecturers 
etc. needed so much office space defied 
my understanding) . 

The view from the roof was stunning 
(yes I've seen it). There was at least a 
loading dock, even if only a little parking 
space. The students had a common room 
and well, the whole place seemed O.K. 

The fact is, it's an arsehole! Just about 
anybody with any experience of Flin
ders St. will tell you it's an arsehole! 

It is in some ways intangible, but there 
is no doubt (I'm sure a survey would 
confirm) that creatively speaking, Flin
ders St. is being suppressed. 

The distribution of space, for example 
is just plain stupid. 

Surely it is reasonable for students of 
painting in their 4th year, to receive more 
than the average space if they are expect
ed to produce quality work and play the 
game seriously. Why then do they (indiv
idually) receive LESS in the present dis
tribution on the top floor of Flinders 
St. 

lt has to be a reflection on whoever 
could change it (that is - why don' t 
they?) that 4th year students have been 
shunted off like a forgotten peak hour 
train, squeezed in with education 
students and I believe 3rd years. 

The space is a little better on the next 
floor down and naturally the ground 
floor is almost empty since the 1 st 
years' space requirements are minimal 
(why don't they locate education 
students there?) 

Why shouldn't a lecturer have students 
all over the place? The effort would be 
rewarding. 

Bli1ld Harry would see all this at a 
glance. 

Who is responsible? It seems to me 
that whoever it is, is either afraid of a 
loose structure (freedom) or just plain 
cynically indifferent to the effect this 
creates on student attitudes (or both). 
And indeed it all begs the question ) 
" What is an Art School anyway"? 

Blind Harry of course would also see 
that it is no small thing to administrate 
an institution of Mackie's size. But is 
there a distinction to be preserved 
between "Art School" and "institut
ion"? The priceless intangible " ART" is 
hardly going to be conjured if the focus is 
strictly efficient or statistical. 

Excuse me, [ must have my little dig. 
One wonders abo1.J.t the motivation of 

people who aspire to run an art school 
. and neglect the sensitivities which pro

duce the buzz. For example, it is insen
sitive to have ' a man like the House 
Officer or whatever, fermenting a spirit 
of hostility with his intrusions and petty 
negatives. Also we should be allowed to 
paint on the fucking walls. It's just 
absurd! Where is this preciousness coming 
from? 

The studio's not an art gallery - let's 
get last year's paintings OUT and cover 
the wood veneer with something we can 
chuck paint at. 

There are other questions: why is 
.there no money for certain materials -
e.g. silkscreen ink and 5 star, when so 
much has been invested in the super
ficialities like administration comfort. 
Why isn't the artescope ready? Why in 
the hell can't we get onto the roof at 
Flinders St.? And there is more you 
know. 

Hopefully, criticism is constructive. 
Anyway it would be boring if things 
dragged on to the level of habit.ual 
bitching. • 

The Art School could be a marvell
ous place. Over to you, PAL. 

Ross Wolfe, D.A.4 



THE BARRY STERN 
GALLERIES EXHIBIT 
AUSTRALIAN 
WORKS OF., ART 
AT THE FOLLOWING 

[3J GALLERIES 

. ' .. 

BARRY STERN 
Galleries Pty Ltd 

1.19 CLENMORE RD 
PADDINCTON 
PH 31 5492 

2.1001a PACIFIC HWY 
CORDON 
PH 498 861,3 

3. 42 CURNER 8T 
PADDINCTON 
PH 3585238 
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The versatility of acrylic 

colour -. and now the workability 

of oils in a single medium! 
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ONE PRICE ARTISTS QUALITY ACRYLIC PAINT SUPPLIERS TO ALL TECHN1CAL AND ADVANCED COLLEGEs OF EDucATION. 
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GOOD LUCK CHIMAERA IN YOUR EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH NETWORK 
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: ROY AL ART SOCIETY OF NSW : , , 
: (25-27 Walker Street, North Sydney) : , , 
: on the Lavender Bay side, a short : 
: walk from North Sydney Station : 
: invites stlldents and all people : 
: interested in AIl,stralian art to visit our gallery. : , , , : , 
: The Royal Art Society of NSW "'-as established in 1890 to promote Australian painting : 
, and today from !ts own rooms, incorp9rating a gallery_ and art school, that charter: 
: is vigorously continued. , , " , , " , 
., The Art School, under the direction of Allan Hansen, FRAS, and a staff of teachers, ' 
: all Fellows of the RAS, teach painting from beginners to advanced students. Classes: 
: are conducted in landscape , still life, life and for beginners. There are four lO·week : 
: terms a year. : , , 
: For students there are two scholarships awarded each year and a student's exhibition. : 
: At the Exhibition is awarded the annual 'James R Jackson Award for Painting and: 
: Drawing'. : , , 
: I ...J..~ I ! I ~t You are welcome to join the Society as a : : -£ Ii ' 'I - Social Member and attend the interesting: : r${ -t ~ members' nights of demonstrations of: i 'S :-..: 6\~ painting, criticism, lectures etc. : 
, -\..:. r ,....-')V ' 
= 0 ;~ J}.~ Further information ring 925 752. : 
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THE 
MACQUARIE GALLERIES 

40 King Street 
SYDNEY 

Telephone Sydney [02] 295787 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS 

June - DOUGLAS DUNDAS, Retrospective 
July - DRAWINGS 'Conclusions' 
August - DAVID BLACKBURN, Pastels 
September - HILDA RIX NICHOLAS (1887-1961) 
September - JUSTIN O'BRIEN, Paintings 

June 
June 
July 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS 

- BRIAN DUNLOP, Paintings, etFhings, drawings 
- DAVID RANKIN, Paintings, prints 
- VIDA LAHEY (1882-1968) 

August - JEAN APP LETON, Paintings, pastels 
September - HECTOR GILLILAND, Retrospective 

TELEPHONE CANBERRA [062] 959585 
THE 

MACQUARIE GALLERIES 
35 Murray Crescent, Manuka 

CANBERRA 
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= THE ART OF MAN : , , 
, GALLERY , , , , , , , 
: Exhibitions every ",three weeks. : , , , , 
, Kate Briscoe Frederic Chepeaux , , , 
: Peter Dobinson Wal Vanheeckeren : 
: Gary J ones Pat Langford : 
: Roberta Narbonne Arthur Mcintyre : , , 
: J an Riske Barbara Rees : 
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DIPLOMA/COMPETITION 

As you can clearly see ' in plain 
colour and off-white, the Diploma 
of Art, and I suppose the other 
certificates etc., awarded to 
students of Alex. Mackie, is awfully 
boring - to say the least, to ex
tremely embarrassing - to just 
fucking ugly, to put it simply and 
depending on your particular brand 
of aesthetic sensibility. 

In any case, its not the sort of 
interesting or identity - establishihg 
design anyone would want to hang 
on their studio wall to justify {our 
years of intense cultural investigat
ion. Then again, maybe it does 
indeed reflect exactly what on 
experiences and is left with at the 
end of such a period in contempo-

r--r...arr institutional life_ 
I '-The old values and facades must 

be ~onstituted . The good and the 
bad must be pryed apart with the 
crowbar oi tradition and, more 
importantly, style. So what has 
liappened to the filigree work, 
the .imitation gold-leaf, the fancy 
embossing and the red seal of 
authenticity - what indeed? Maybe 
its another art-fonn death to 
'triplicate art' or perhaps just an 
inter-departmental me mo_ What
ever the case, SOMETHING MUST 
BE DONE - ART is on t he BRINK 
once again - The people "must 
LEARN to LIKE IT - to DEPEND 
on .it. How can they respect it when 
the real evidence is such a mundane 
Certification of professionality_ 

We should decide' now what we 
want in ,the. future, _s" :lets· have .a 
Diploma Design Award. An exhib
ition of all designs could be 
mounted in the controversial Ivan 
Doherty Gallery and the first of 
the new diplomas presented to the 
winner - a REAL winner. Runners 
up would receive a year's supply of 
" A"s in the 'Humanities' .subject 
of their choice. Watch this space 
in your student newspaper for more 
details and remember, "Art as a 
specialism is ridiculous, and the 
concommitant Professional Identity 
of the artist equally ridiculous". 

'-

Diall!diL:o-Op~ratil1g is DOing. 

It implies language/mea ns of cO lllmunicatio n 
diversity directed with active co-operation . 

It's not secn as an art / pressurc group too defini
tive/excl usive, but is a Illutual and reciprocal 
situation for the germination anti malisat ion of 
ideas and activities that could possibly but not 
necessar ily be related to or involved with art, 
emphasising d ialogLlcj CO l11ln lIll ica tic 11/ participa tion 
and encouraging diversity - a mix lure or attitudes 
and activities occurring o n a Illultiplicity of levels. 
People pick up' on those which engage them. 

Interested in -' mistakes and co ntradictio ns. These 
should occur naturally and are not sought to 

e avoided. 

'ssentially it ~sets out only to achieve th e facility , 
the possibility, the opportuni ty. Those people 
' nvalved can and wi ll make it wl!at they will, 
accor~ling to ·needs. 

It seeks to .show i hat art does not necessarily have 
10 be contained to its specific co ntext. Art that 
ean be accessible, easily entered into, thrown 
away. . 

I 
nti-precious. Pro-accessible. 

It 'an link art wit h living in a direct way , showing 
ha art can be functional, relative, relevant not 
a6st~aded that it need not be specia lised to the 
cxteoi'1llat it can only be appreciated by initiates 

art as\~lformation in an on-going process which 
invites an~involves change as a necessary part 01 
its existelH.:e"and continual releva nce. 

And of course the critics were there in force. 

'The perfect non-art, 
the greatest. A daunting 
social comment, humanity 

reduced to its ultimate 
plastic constituents. 

Never before __ . 
... and did you hear it?' 

'Tensional. 
Perfect abstraction 
as a form 
of artificial 
nature;:. 
Limp hues 
of decay 
showing the 
disintegration 
of social l 
order. " 
. . _ and did 
you hear it?' 
'Forceful abnegation 
of all aestheticism, 
graspmg 
the infinite. Self revelation 
to equate surgery. 
Torments. 
' ._ . and did you herar it?' 

"1 'he lIew anti-master 
10 dethrone all masters. 
The ultimate vision of 
our time. Truth 
t ralls('clIded by lIon
truth. 

. .. alld did you hear it?' 

QUOTE 

"The life of a creative man is.led, directed 
and controlled by boredom. Avoiding 
boredom is one of 'our most important 
purposes. It is also one of the most 
difficult, because the amusement always 
has to be newer and on a higher level. 
So we are on a kind of spiral. The higher 
you go the narrower the circle . As you go' 
ahead the field choice becomes more 
meagre, in terms of $elf-entertainment. 
In the end, working · is good because 
it is the last refuge of the man who wants 
to be amused. Not everything that 
amused me in the past amuses me so 
much any more." 

SAUL STEINBERG 



Women, the Family and Mental Disord 
THE NUCLEAR 
SATISFACTORY 
MAYBE 

FAMILY 
THOUGH 

UN
IT 

Women's position through history has 
changed from the independence of earn
ing their own inC9me to the dependence 
of a wife, and mother contained in the 
modern form of the family. Women 
within tne family structure find them
selves confronted with various contrad
ictions involving the role that has evolved 
over the last two hundred years. Both, 
women and men find that within the 
present <nuclear family' the roles that 
they play are not necessarily the most 
beneficial to either party. expectations 
are more often, than not, unfulfilled. 
The processes involved in a capitalist 
society, such as economic structures, the 
media and other ideological institutions 
all aid the propagation of the. . present 
structure of the 'nuclear family', unsatis
factory though it may be. 

The family as it is structured 
presently, did not exist before the eight
eenth century. It evolved through the 
social and economic needs of the growing 
middle class. As, the division of labour 
became more complex and specialized, 
through the use of new technological 
equipment, the women of the middle 
class slowly withdrew into the domestic 
realm. While, working-class women were 
used as a 'cheap labour force' , however, 
later, in the industrial revolution, arose a 
' working-class hostility' (I) to the 
factory system, not only because the jobs 
were being taken from the men, but 
also in defence of the new style of life 
where women were not as independent 
as previously. 

The concept of childhood evolved at 
about the same time as the family, 
beforehand children were considered as 
small adults due to the short life expect
ancy, and the need for all members of a 
famity to work from an early age. Infant
deaths were now mourned whereas 
beforehand death was an everyday event, 
particularly at childbirth . Therefore, 
there existed a need for inst itutions such 
as the school and the middle-class 
concept of the family to protcct and 
educate the child in preparation for 
adulthood. It fell to the woman to 
provide the right situation and 
atm osp here to accommodate the new 
concepts and practices involved in child
hood. 

The 'nuclear family' became a unit 
within society which was separated from 
the more general aspects of society , it 
became a haven for the children, and the 
husband who escaped from the outside 
world on arriving home at night after 
work. Domestic work was slow ly bei!1g 
viewed as a sepa rate part of productive 
society. 

While the middle-class were urging 
the family struct ure, the working-class!:!s 
were faced with reconciling <perfect dom
est ic hI iss' and the hanJ facts of <.I working 
life. Engels piece on English Working 
Class in the 1840's states, 

" .. the social order makes fami ly life 
<.II 111 ost impossible for the worker ... 
The husband works the whole day 
thro ugh, perhaps th e wife also and 
th e elde r children, all in diffe rent 
places; they meet at night and morning 
on ly, all un der perpetual temptation 
to drink; what family life is possible 
under such condit ions? Yet the work
ing man cannot escape from the fam
ily, must hve in the family, and the 
consequence is perpe tual succession of 
family troubles, domestic quarrels , 
most demoralizing for parents and 
c hildre n alike ... "(2) 

Engels fails to mention that t he 
work in g-class woman, <.Ilso, cannot escape 
the institution of the family, probably is 
less able to escape as she is more incul
ated with ideologies of family li fe and 
econom ic dependence, even more so in 
thc twentie th ce ntury. 

Thus it can be seen th at the fa mily 
ca me to be an authorised ideological and 
necessary institu tion for the present 
capitalist society, the male worker came 
to believe t hat it was his duty to support 
the family (this was legally en forced late r 
in the nineh.:en th ce ntury) , therefore 
providing the syste m with a diligent 
worker, and , th e female worker took her 
labour into the realms of domesticity to 
su pport the man in his work so t11<t t they 
sho uld continue to survive, and consume 
the new products prod uced by the news 
esrab lished technological society_ 

Anne Su mmers quotes Zaretsky on 
this matter, 

1Z 

"The organisation of production in 
capitalist socic!:ty is predkted upon the 
existence of a certain form of family 
life. The wage labour (socia1ized 
production under capitalism) is 
sustained by the socially necessary 
but private labour of housewives 
and mothers. Childbearing, cleaning, 
laundry, the maintenance of prop
erty, the preparation of food, daily 
health care, reproduction, etc, con
stitute a perpetua1 cycle of labour 
necessary to maintain life in this 
society. In this sense the family is an 
integral part of economy under 
capitalism. "(3) 

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN 

Australian 
cerned with 
Weekly 26 

women are mainly con
the family? the Catholic 
February, 1953 writes .. 

..... The good wife realizes that in 
becoming a wife she contracts to for
get herself and put her husband's 
happiness above her own wishes and 
desires"( 4) 

All existing and functioning ideologies 
in Australia are concerned with the 
survival of the nuclear family, women 
who are seen in more liberated positions 
are the exceptions, and are usua1ly class
ified as <Deviants'. especia11y by instit
utions such as the media. The commonly 
recognized' Australian Sprawl' has to do 
with the ideal of each family being a 
separate unit, with its own separate and 
private identity. Women in Australia are 
extremely isolated from each other and 
society in general. They are expected to 
fulfil household up ties and in some class
es retain a fun )lr part-time job. An 
Americal survey found that a 
non-cmployed wife devoted the following 
time to housework.(5) 

one ch ild under I year old 
one child over 2 years o ld 
four children of any age 
fou r children one under five 
six or more children 
eight or more children 

56 hours 
49 hours 
58 hours 
64 hours 
63 hours 
84 hours 

These arc long hours and if one 
conside rs that all this time is taken up 
within the bou ndaries o f a house o r flat, 
it is rather disturbing and understand
able that a housewife and moth er tends 
to become extremely dependen t upon 
her household dut ies. 

Girls are conditioned from an early 
age that to be happily married is one of 
the greatest fulfillme nts in life ; Dr 
Francis McNab is quo ted in Patrick 
Tenn ison, The Marriage Wilderness, 1972 .. 

"Fulfillment is found in relationsh ips. 
And if she cannot find it in her own 
childre n, I wonder if she really 
deserves to find it elsewhere" 
(She is referring to the 
housewife/mother) 

The Media has a lot to do with exploit
ing the image of women, as women are 
the main consumers, they shop for the 
family. The Media propagates t he 
'mother/wife' image of women to contain 
them within the present structures; 
a survey was taken, an d Madge Dawson 
concluded that the reade rs of women's 
magazines fell into t he following cat
egory. 

' ... Her place is in the home; in he r 
role of wife and mother she finds 
fulfill ment; her role as worker 
or cit izen, if any is minor and subord
inate. She is inward-turning - concern
ed only wit h things appropriate to her 
sex . "(7) 

With this sort of stereotyping, it is 
no wonder that women fi nd it difficult 
to understand the ir situation when faced 
with contradictions in their roles. An 
Australian woman is quoted to have said, 

'I don't know who I am or what I'm 
supposed to be doing. I have two 
lovl: ly children but I'm so bored I 
wan t to back tos work as soon as I 
can. I'll put them in pre-school kinder
garten. But I feel very guilty about it. 
I feel I should be at home looking 
after them for a long time to come"(8) 

This is just one of the many problems 
women face when they find themselves 
in a marital situation, in the ftlm 'A 
Woman Under the Influence', John Cass
ivedes explores the situation of a woman, 
where without the children. she- feels 
useless. Mable, the wife said at one 
point of the film , ... . you three (children) 
are the only decent things I have produc
ed .. "; this is often the case, when after 
so many years of being needed in the 
modern child-mother relationship, it must 
be difficult to readjust when the child 
becomes independent. Due to contracpt
ion, women can now plan when and how 
many children they want, which means 
they are usually free of child duties at 
an earlier age after which they are con
fronted with an emptiness and the prob
lem of what to do next. Some women 
solve their problem by going back to their 
pre-marital jobs but it becomes more 
difficult as most employers prefer the 
more recently educated worker. The 
problems would not arise if women were 
not confined to· household duties for so 
many years with their children. 

Also in the movie 'A Woman Under 
the Influence' is seen the problem, where 
the woman totally depends on the hus
band for emotional and intellectual 
stimulation. We never see any friends of 
the wife , only of the husband, and then, 
after work for something to eat, she, 
Mabel. plays the role of good housewife! 
servant figure, and she is not supposed to 
reveal too much of her own personality. 
This situation is quite common, due to 
woman's expectations; Vivienne Brophy 
in "An Australian Housewife" related, 

.. .. 1 must have expected my husband 
to give meaning, purpose, emotional 
support, intellectual st imulus, 
economic security and total enrich
ment to my Iife".(9) 

Both Brophy and Mabel were dis
illusioned with their husbands and 
marriage. caused by enormous expectat
ions that women have of the instit utiOn 

CONTRADICTIONS AN D DIS
ORDER 

Women, are now finding themselves 
in a more or less schizophrenic role where 
they are expected to provide 
the perfect domes tic scene for their 
husban ds and child ren, but also they 
want as more invol\'ed life in things 
outs ide the family both physically and 
intellec tually. 

The enormous contradictions that 
ex ist in a housewife's life has led to an 
increase in meantJ disorders among 
women . The classifications of so-called 
women's discases (men also suffer from 
them but not to the same extent) arc 
as fo llows: 

DISEASE WOMEN MEN 

Schizophrenia & other 
paranoid states 2314 2171 
Depressive psychosis 893 398 
Other functional 
psychosis 369 235 
Depressive neuroses 2223 1090 
Other neuroses & 
psychosomatic 
disorders 452 350 
Drug Dependence 326 280 

These statistics show the greater 
amount of women involved with psych
ological disorders as compared with men 
who have greater numbers in the phys
ical diorders such as alcoholism. ." 

There is a1so an enormous growth of 
intake and dependence upon dru.as among 
women. The Senate Select Committee 
on Drug Trafficking and Abuse found 
that there were 180,QOO drug dependent 
females - 4% of the population as 
compared with 90,000 drug dependent 
males, and that the people treated for 
abuse of depressants including bormur
eides were mainly female , mostly in the 
40-50 agc group. Also note table on 
page as for the percentage of men 
to women who use drugs of various 
forms to ease their psychological as well 
as physica1 symptoms of their situation. 

Unfortunately our society does not 
look at the problem of "why" women 
are suffering these disorders on such a 
large scale, we merely hand out drugs 
(which keep huge, commercial ,drug 
companies in business) treating the 
symptoms and preventing the onslaught 
of future generations of women with 
diso~ders. 

Women mental patients are usually 
treated by male doctors who, help prop
agate the existing "feminine role". 
Female psychiat ric wards have been 
characterized as generally "noisier" and 
more "excitable" than the "apathetic" 
male wards. These unrestrained adions 
by females under psychiatric treatment 
arc considered unhealthy and not con
forming to the "f~minine role". One is 
being "female" when she suffers from 
"fatigue, insomnia, pill-taking and general 
inactivity", but to "swear, attempt agg
ress ive acts more frequently, get drunk, 
not want to "see" people and misbehave 
sexually", (ll) is seen as more masculine 
in the eyes of psychiatry_In which case 
a lot more women should be seei ng 
doc tors about their mental health! 

Ph yllis Chesle r points out the follow
ing interesting data , by Angrist, on ex
pat ients, classified as schizophrenics, 
and housewives, both groups displaying 
behavious viewed negatively. 

"(It was surprising) that so many of 
the controls (the normal housewives) 
were reported to have evidenced 
sim ilar behaviour as the ex-mental 
patients. 461}'" were descrihed as rest
less; 59% as worn out; 60% as tense 
and nervous; 57'f" as "grouchy". 
The husbands and mothers of both 
groups of women descrihed them as 
making no se nsc when talking; 
walking, silt ing, or standing awk
wardly? moving around restelssly? 
say ing she hears voices: t rying to hurt 
or kill herself ; needing help in dress
ing; being bad tempered: not knowing 
what is going on around her ; saying 
she sees people who aren't thcre." 
(12» ) 

It sce ms to me that wom en find 
themselves in a system of enormous 
double standards, housewives .'; as 
compared with schizo phrenic patients can 
be seen in ex tremely similar terms. 
Psychiatry hospitalises schizophrenics and 
yet , what is done fer the housewifc l in 

.. the first place, to prevent her from rcach
l ng t he "schizophrenic stage". She. is 
placed in a position wherc there is no 
means of escape or exp ression in a male 
domin ated socie ty . So, women go "mad" 
or become dependent on drugs. 

The whole situation seems a cirole 
with no solut ion unless wOlllen and men 
evolve a situation . whe re both have an 
eq ually st imulating and functional exist: 
ence. I t appears obvious that the growint 
need of women fo r psychological assist
anc!:! should be stopped, but one cannot 
rid society of drug production, sq I feel 
be would definitely be look ing at the 
problem of housewives and mothers in 
the present day structure of the nuclear 
family. 
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fate of .. .... ABORTION? 
MEDIBANK FUNDING 

On 10,9,77 on the ABC programme, PM, Mr 
Peter Falconer, a member of parliament advan
ced the view that abortion is immoral and there
fore Medibank should not be required to finance 
it unless the abortion is indicated on medical or 
psychiatric grounds because it is being financed 
partly by taxes paid by people who are totally 
opposed to abortion, 

Well, firstly, not everyone agrees that abort
ion is immoral. 

For instance, it can just as reasonably be said 
that as a humanist the ' writer considers the 
imparting of religious instruction to children in 
schools to be immoral and that her taxes should 
not be used for this purpose, 

However, she, and others who share her views 
are forced to contribute to religious schools 
through taxation, She was forced to contribute 
through taxation to another operation she con
sidered to be most immoral- the Vietnam War; 
and contributes through taxation and through 
jnsurance premiums to those people who drink 
excessively (which she herself does not do) and 
then drive, harming themselves and others, who, 
then, in some cases, become a complete charge 
upon the state, 

She contributes through taxation to those in 
our society who are so misguided as to produce 
many, many more children than they can poss
ibly hope to adequately nurture, shelter and 
educate, This lack of responsibility the writer 
considers to be most immoraL 

She contributes, through taxation, and muni
cipal rates, to those religious institutions (and 
there .are many of them) which own and occupy 
large tracts of land for various purposes _. not 
all ' philanthropic in the personal view of the 
writer _. on which no rates are levied, although 
these organisations are often able to sell off 
the properties, or part thereof, for huge profits 
- still without any levying of rates, 

The writer is, however, resigned to continu
in to be taxed for various welfare and other 
operations, some of which she will not . view 
sympathetically, 

Abortions, whether for health or other 
reasons should continue to be funded by Medi
bank, The effect of reversal of this policy will 
simply mean that the wealthy or middle-class 
girl/woman will continue to have access to clean, 
safe abortions whenever she pleases, and the un
fq@mate 15 year old school girl from Black
town will either have to patronise a dirty, ineff
icient abortionist, who might be persuaded to do 
the job for a low price, or pay an expert what
ever thet;I1ing rate happens to be when she finds 
herself in this miserable dilemma - if she can 

find the money, a highly unlikely possibility _. 
or she can allow the pregnancy to go full term 
and produce a child she does not want, cannot 
care for, In the latter event, as any social worker 
can establish, she will also run a fair risk of being 
beaten up by her father, 

The suggestions, a favorite of the Right to 
Life 
Association, and its supporters, that clamping 
down of Medibank funding for abortions-c will 
provide more babies for adoption is quite '. un
qacceptable, Why should the poor and under
privileged gjrl/woman who finds herself faced 
with an unwanted pregnancy be turned into an 
incubator for people who are unable to produce 
but wish to adopt babies? There are plenty of 
indications in recent studies that adopted child
ren are less happy, less well adjusted and less 
likely to make a success of their lives than those 
living with their natural parents - even in many 
cases, when compared with children living in a 
one-parent family, 

Mr Peter Falconer and his supporters are 
entitled to their views, but so are those who do 
not share them, This being the case, his suggest
ion that a "panel of experts" should decided 
whether a girl/woman shall or shall not have an 
abortion is a signal example of impertinence, 

If it should be claimed, as no doubt it will be, 
that Medibank ought not to fund abortions be
cause ' this funding is unjust to males, it can be 
pointed out that world-wide and in Australia, 
far greater sums of money are expended on 
medical research directed towards male health 
problems than in reserach towards the alleviat
ion of female health problems, Some of this 
money comes from government grants, 

If it can be claimed that pregnancy is to some 
extent self-inflicted, it can be equally claimed 
that preponderantly male health problems, 
i.e, heart trouble; alcoholism, are to quite a 
large extent self-inflicted as a result of life styles 
which men choose for themselves and the fact 
that they allow themselves to be socialised tow
ards aggression and its consequent stresses, 
These particular ills are essentially social ills for 
which the whole community pays, 

Criminality and alcoholism are areas where, 
presently, the state spends far greater sums on 
men than on women, but women's taxes help to 
funds these deviants, 

Women cost the state more medically in the 
early stages of their lives, i.e, childbearing years 
(men, however, beget children) and consequent 
maternity leave, Maternity leave, however, is 
paid to a very small proportion of the female 
work force and is paid at a stage in women's 
employment when most of them are in com
paratively low-paid occuptions, or at a low,-paid 
level of their occupations, 

Men, however, encounter heart trouble and 
prostate gland problems much later in life and 
at a time when many are on high salaries, incap
acitated for long periods ( in the case of heart 
diesease) and thus cost the state proportionally 
large sums. 

There is no case to answer to the claim that 
the funding of abortions by Medibank is unfair 
to males, particularly as it is almost invariably 
the case that the prospective father of an unwan
ted child is only too pleased to be relieved of. the 
responsibility for-its birth whether it has been 
conceived nuptually or ex-nuptually, 

Abortions should continue to be funded by 
Medibank. 

Feminist Bookshop 2Rowntree St., Bahnain, 822666 
Open 11 -6 daily, including Satmday, 

204 Rowe St., Eastwood, 8583563 
Open 1--5,30 Tues - Fri 9-1'2 Saturday, 

Books by, for and about Women, 
A wide range of books on Women artists, photographers etc, 

Also available - International Feminist Art Journals 
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ABORTION cont ' ..... 
The Abortion Law Refonn Movement of the 

late 60's, early 70s of which I was an active 
member, through much hard work succeeded in 
removing the degrading and undignifying process 
of "acquiring" an abortion and ridded· society of 
back-street extortion and abortion (although not 
all back streeters were extortionist - the risks 
they ran were significantly high) through parlia
mentary refonn. Previously, to "deserve"a 
legal abortion; outside of "direct" physical dan
ger and/or defonnity, a woman, 13 years old 
and terrified to 45 years and menopausal, had to 
firstly, attend social worker for referral to 
psychiatrist (this involved a detailed social his
tory and "show cause" appraisal); secondly 
undergo an interview with the psychiatrist the 
result, of which depended upon his mood or 
moral attitude); and thirdly, if okayed by the 
said psychiatrist, to endure a wait in a hostile 
public· outpatients department for medical 
examination and appointment for "tennination". 
This process usually t"ook about ten days. 

As a result of the ALR Movement and supp
ortive bodies abortion dort'·· demand was made 
legal under the Whitlam government (though I 
believe it still requires diagnosis that continuat
ion of pregnancy would be injurious to the 
mother), and later made claimable on Medibank 
under Item 6469. Despite the insoluble moral 
issue of abortion itself, this is undoubtedly a 
realistic legislaton in such a time of chaos as 
exists in the world, let alone Australia at this 
time. ~ 

Over the past few years, momentum has been 
swelling with the Righ to Life Movement, a 
strongly anti-abortion movement, and at present 
is is very active in trying to pressure the govern
ment to repeal Item 6469. And our Federal 
Minister for Health, Mr Hunt, is reputed to be 
very sympathetic to them on religious grounds. I 
would not deny these people their right to be 
anti- abortion, but it would be shattering to see 
them successfull in bringing about unrealistic 
and regressive legislation. There · are many 
women to whom abortion must be readily avail
able, and without stigma of sin and social dis
grace. Noone would promote abortion as a des
irable experience, and procedures of abortion 
now are being used that enable women to exper
ience the whole event and bring out with them a 
total awarenessof their actions and therefore 
allow them to be more aware of their maternal 
attributes and take responsibility for them. 

" 
1 • ·Addr~Ss: . 

The Australian Film Commission 
8 West Street, North Sydney 

Phone: 
9226855 

" ,. : : »:-:.:-:-:":-:"~:-: : ::::::::~:::::'" 

.;" 

A lot of hard work has gone into providing 
women with this freedom and responsibility and 
still more effort is required if we are to continue 
to have it. It seems as if there is to be no peace 
for the "wicked" yet! So, those of you who 
support a woman's right to choose and Item 
6469, i.e. abortion claimable on Medibank, 
please help to counteract the considerable weight 
of Right to Life. 

A state subsidised body, t he Australian Film Commission has resorted to 
using sexist advertising ploys in Cannes this year. 

This ad has been reproduced in four formats: 
1 A 20 x 30 foot billboard. 
2 B'ight pink bags with legs on the front and a bum on the back with 

leaflets inside discussing individua l films. 
3 Bright pink t-shirts with legs on the front. 

Attached is, a drafted letter that can 
be cut out, Signed, dated and forwarded to our 
Minister for Health, Mr Hunt, and/or the Senate. 
In considering either or both of these actions, 
please note that an individual letter, preferably 
hand-wirtten, carries much more weight with 
the powers that be than a signature on a petiti
on, and we need to be as pushy as possible. 

4 This ad was published in the overseas edition of Cinema Papers. It was 
not published in the Australian ed ition. 

The Australian Film Commission call themselves merchant bankers. These 
merchant bankers are using a fragmented image of a woman's body to flog 
Australian films in Cannes. 

If you object to this advertising campaign - COMPLAIN! 
Please make contributory action(s)! 

JACQUELINE LAWES. 

To: 

Mr Ralph Hunt, 
Federal Minister for Health, 
Parliament House, 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear Sir, 

or: 

The President, 
Australian Senate, 
Parliament House, 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Re: Item 6469 

Although I would not deny the right of anyone to adopt and maintain 
an anti-abortion stand, I find the current policy on abortion to be a 
realistic one in the context of the chaos within which we are living today 
and feel that Item 6469 is an integral part of this policy. 

I hereby stress my opinion which is that, the health and security of 
women is threatened by the pressure, particularly by Right to Life, to 
eliminate Iteam 6469 and that this pressure should not be heeded, in that 
it would be bringing about regressive and unrealistic repeal or amendment 
of an elightened policy and legislation. 

Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 
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HADRIAN? WALL A.D. 122 SCOTLAND. 

Farthest extent of Roman Empire. 

ON POLITICS. 

Since the last election I have been trying to 
work out what it is pec.ple vote for. I remember 
being stunned then, later, depressed at the out
come. You may remember Mal being re-elected, 
and I apologise if you somehow managed to 
forget. I realise now that I had not business 
being stunned, but should have accepted the 
fact, expected it, even. 

My reasoning is this. 
Politicans are liars, and everyone knows it; 

so nobody listens to them when they say they 
are going to do something; nobody listens to 
their interpretatons of their philosophical stand
point (expect philosophers); nobody listens to 
their economic policies (except economists, and 
who listens to them?). 

No, people .listen to the more dramatic 
. aspects of the affair, those things with an emot
ional emphasis - whether he has a good bit of 
macho gravel in his voice (not nicotine and 
booze gravel, mind, except maybe in Queens
land and more country areas): Whether they use 
healthy, unpolitical words like 'strong' and 
when all else fails and everybody's nerves are 
worn by the fray, nice secure sounding noises to 
the effect that they are going to keep doing 
what they were doing before even if by this time 
you can't remember what that was anyway. 

My Grandmother has a system of preference 
all her own, even if I feel that it does, in its own 
peculiar way, relate to what I've been saying. 
She (forgive her she's nearly ninety) voted for 
Mal because he's "got a good chin". I suspect 
that this remark stems from her belief that 
people wear their characters on their faces, and 
that a prominent chin denotes strength of char· 
acter, determination etc. 

As a point of interest, she has since seen the 
error of her ways, and has put forward another 
theory as to the nature of Mal's development. 
Namely this: apparently the human lower jaw 
extends with greater usage. The connection is 
obvious ..... 

Maybe Mal masticates 

MAYBE MALCOLM MASTICATES 

Yo. (An 

ONE OFF - MAYBE MORE TO COME 

In 1974 four people (listributed a proposal for 
a collective publication and later that year, after 
receiving some sixty contributions from as many 
artists e tc., the mate rial was assembled, covered, 
bound an d was soon available in some book
shops and other centres around Sydney. 

An extract of that proposal follows. I am 
hoping people will be sufficiently enthused by 
the idea and the possibilities of its application to 
get something together, perhaps specifically rei· 
ated to art institution, with this proposal as an 
indication of guideline. The next issue of chim
arera will carry a notice of de aline, delivery and 
some compartive info on printing prices and 
possibilities. 

* a ·package deal - every contributor will be 
a distributor. 

A collaborative magazine of the unpublished 
and unpublishable. Selected and printed by the 

cpntributors. Artists and writers who are to con
tribute, please we would appreciate a brief noU! 
of. your intention to do so. Contributors will 
then be asked to submit 1,000 copies of,fonls
cap size of anything they want to include, prin
ted at their own expense . Submissions will be 
collated alphbetically. No manuscript will be 
refused. We have no editorial responsibilitites to 
exercise. The reader may find the contributions 
uneven, exciting, dull but in sucl} perhaps will eb 
found the collaboration's i~tegrity and chann. 

Richard Kostelantz ... the collaborative 
ture of such a production engmeers a redlstrlb-! 
ution of risks and responsibilities. The world 
writing and all publishing continues merrily 
its old fashioned ways where writers write 
editor publishers rule. So the power strL(ctW:eI 
of publishable art forms remains unchallanged, 
not unmentioned as well. 

It appears that unless a periodical has 
sponsors, narrow minded dominance is the 
likely result of a monoply in either 
ego. Therefore the compositional 
stands as an implicitly anarachistic 
the celebrity-minded and/or th~ m(me,y:hlulllilY 
authoritarianism that is respon~ible for 
mity, flaccidity and death in art. 

Let us again point out there is only one 
ation that you conform to the. page size 
has been imposed to bring about effective 
ation/assembly. All else is up to you 
paper bought/cut from a telephone dirE!Cto(~1 
recycled . after the butcher ... or lined 

book · of any c,~~I:o~u;r~':~~f£~~~::~;~~~~JI~~: printing · silk 
stamped/potatoe 
press/offset/etched means at 

This is not a literary magazine or vanity 
for poets, bu~ a breeding place and ground 
where all artists/writers/poets/silkscreeners ca 
present thier work, be responsible and have total 
control over it. 

All power to the workers. 
* The art workers) collective .. 
We have chosen this size (foolscap) though a 

little uninteresting to us, it is compatible with 
most printing processes and paper suppliers. 
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LETTER FROM NEW YORK 

The following are extracts from letters 
received from Roy Jackson in New York. 
Roy received a grant for the Visual Arts 
B.oard's studio (three months, commeo
Clllg from May 1978). Just prior to arrival 
in New York he was informed by the 
V.A.B . that the studio wa~ closed. 
Rumour has it that New .York· Health 
regulations were breached by two of tlfe 

pre::::::nla~t~et yo~r letters t~ :~':n-:' 
ing. It arriv Of}. 'a'brilliantly sunny day
or did it bri 'K all rfhat with it. 

Bei,}g in\. New York must be the 
ultimate CITY experience. It's a Jlast 
place, so much going on, so much ART 
it's everywhere almost as if they're trying 
to exhaust creativity, constantly trying to 
do what has not been done and so far I 
have seen so little of the 'Now' work 
that I like - But when i1 comes to older 
artists like De K ooning or even older 
artists dead like Picasso, Mira, Monet, 
Brancusi, Giacometti, Gorky etc. there 
are some beautiful, amazing things here. 
The Museum of Modern Art is unbel
ievable - Picasso's 'Guernica ' is a gig
antic, strong painting .... l've seen that 
painting in reproduction for so many 
years, to suddenly stand in front of it 

. meant so many different sensations 
finally all [using in a grand delight! 
But when I walked into a room with 
two gigantic Monets from the Waterlily 
Series I did" 't know what to expect 
because I can't really hold those paintings 
as identities, they're very illusive. I nearly 
fainted with the impact of them. They're 
very beautiful. Just on now is a show at 
the Metropolitan Museum of 81 works 
from the Waterlily series, and the Garden 
at Giverny. I havn 't seen it yet. 

Picasso is different; he holds a more 
direct dialogue. There is a lot of joy in 
his work. 'Les Domeselles D 'A vignon' 
is wonderful. There are a lot of books 
here and reproductions but I just can't 
get them yet, they seem such a pathetic . 
image of the original J would simply 
rather hold them in my mind's eye til an 
get a small glossy photo of them ...... 
Talking of Photogra[J/ly, have seen some 
splendid photos IIere ..... again in the 
Museums. It becomes so easy to see a 
great photo from all the crap. Have also 
seen a large De Kooning retrospective of 
his work since 1967 when he moved from 
New York to East Hampton - Beacll and 

~ trees, sky, water, I got something out of 
most of it - but the stuff from the 70's 
was uninteresting besides the earlier 
part (late 60's). But there were two from 
last year that were tremendous and his 
sculpture is extraordinary -:- very express
ionistic and violent. All this is just a small 
fraction of what's here - slowly we will 
see it all. ~ 

Americans or I should say New 
Yorkers are very friendly but they're 
also very shrewd. Survival here is a full
time occupation, and people playoff 
people and opportunities constantly for 
money and jobs and favours, everything 

- happens through knowing someone. Any
body in a position of power is not power
ful unless others want to have a share of 
power and use him to aid them in their 
search, so the powerful encourage others 
to want from them, and those who want 
to get something or somewhere search 
around to befriend someone they think 
is in power. And that is New York friend
ship - it even works for the solving of 
loneliness. 

New York. New York I . can hold it 
in my mind, I can see it, smell it, hear it 

) and laugh at it. What an incredible Drole 
combination of Beauty and filth
boredom. You must come here. Do it!. 
But it's peanuts. There is only one place 
and it's way inside. And it makes all 
else seem less than it - or maybe I'm 

. being too fanatical. Th ere certainly are 
things, works, places that are in harmony 
- but New York no - N. Y. is an assault 
on it. 

I can't talk to N. Y. people about it. -
they're very frightened about their pos
iiion here - it's on the edge - But they 
attempt optimism and positiveness. Per
haps I don't understand it. I'm certainly 
glad that I dan't have their fear of leaving 
this city - to a New Yorker anywhere 
else is the provinces, at best second rate. 
We are looked on almost as animals from 
some Zoo who have been glatiously let 
out'>' and a110wed to visit the superior 
beings in tFiis city. Still I must admit the 
news that t;f!eps out of Australia doesn't 
help tJ,ese , people broaden their view

; point on.. ch faraway~ places of their 
earth ...... .. ~, 

,l 

"~I 

.>' 

, 

LETTER 2: 

New York is becoming more real to 
me now. I feel that in my last Ie tter I 
go.t.into a side of N. Y. which is certainly 
there but wllich like the dirt, the bums 
and the crazies, one just accepts after 
a while. 

We saw the large Monet shaw. Vast 
paintings with the subject just of flowers 
and grass. So fluid and constant, also 
some beautiful smaller works of his 
house looking from the garden, the 
plants, trees, house and sky all moving 
into a paint mass all over an incredible 
celebration for the eye and sense of 
aliveness. And a series of hay stacks at 
different seasons and time of day - Wow 
just vibrating works. 

Everyone expects so much from New 
York that that expectancy in itself is 
75% of the ' driving force behind seeing 
stuff here. The Spectator works hard to 
make it all happen. 

Etc .. Etc .. . Etc ... Etc ... !! ! 

Roy's address is:-
11 Worth St .. 
N. Y.c., 
New York. 
Zip code 10013, 
U.S.A. 
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Tn seeking an intervdtw for litis edition, Cllimaera found it liard to go 
past tile POLLOCK CONTROVE~Y as arelevant issue. Our. freindly re
porters telepllpned Mr tllris Gentle, Director of Alexan(ler Mackie's Ivan 
Dougherty Gallery (venue fo the .Pollock Show) who ' WflS delighted to 
accept ollr invitation to be Interviewed. . 

He obligingly presented himself to Chimaera's ;n depth probes which 
focused also on the general politica slIrroUliding the galler"" particularly as 
tlley relate to students. 'l}Ie interview took place in a Fordial atomsphere 
at the Shepherd alld Newman warehouse all the 15th of May 1978. 

The following tran~cript has beell inimally edited to eliminate 
RHUBARB. '. 

Q: What does a Galler Director do? public e see, put particularly our 
A: Well the general day to day.running students because it covers- bath photo

of the Gallery is my responsibility. Organ~ graphs and painting and it , does ocver a 
ising the exhibitions, organising the print~ · large .span of a very mature artist's work. 
ing and posting of invitations .. o~ganising Paul Nash ;],s an old man and has been 
the printing and publication of posters working for a long time so it gives the 
and catalogues; seeing that feb Gellery students the opportunity" right in hteir 
functions as a physical unit , thatjt is kept own home, so tol$peak, o{ seeing a'D 

clean, that the lights work ) Gen..eral over- artist's work. 
seeing of this sort of thing.~etter writing Q: Where do the sjinances come 
on behalf of the Gallery, writing to from for the' mounting of this e~hibit-
people, contacting other artists to see if ion'! . , 
they would be interested in exhibiting. A: Well, it. comes pasically from the 
The general day to day running. College itself which has made available a , 

Q: Whal were Ihe initial reasons for budget this yev 'of $8,000: ;fhat is just 
establihsing a Gallery within the School for running cc1sts. That is, the cost of 
of Art? postage, posters, 'publi,city, just the gen-

A: Basically educational. For years, as eral running. 
far back as I can remember when we used Q: That is quite a lot, isn't it? 
to be in the old National Art School, we A: Yes, $8,000 is a reasonable amount 
used to talk about the cellblock _. we for this year. As it has turned out, it will 
we used to complain about the cellblock be quite good for this year because we 
mostly - and always said that an Art have had a late start and also we have had 
School should have its own Gallery to one faIse start. 
show students work and any other work Q:Why was it a late start? 
which was of interest to students. Ken A: Mostly because it took some time 
Reinhard went overseas for six weeks at to get the phi1psophles of the Gallery 
the beginning of last year, 1971, and he worked out. and accepted. It took some 
came back very much enthuiastic..about time to get the comp'osition of a Cornmit-
the Gallery ideas since he had seen a num- · tee worked out". # 
ber of fairly big Art School in America ~ Q: What is that s ructure? 
and Europe aU of which had Galleries to a A: We have a Committee which com-
greater of lesser extent. Some of the prise.s of myself as Chairman, Peter Pin-
American Colleges had very large pubJic son aI)9 Grant, from the School of 
galleries and some of them quite small t 

galleries. This, coupled with the...fact that . 
in Victoria the Melbourne ,UniyersitytlJ,a's 
its gallery, Peyton Newing 'Gallery ,"'and 
one or two other establish·me,nts had 
theirs, and since we are the · biggest Art 
School in NSW he reckoned the fiIne 
really was right to establish a gallery. 
With all this sort of abckup and the b\ess_T 
ing of the College he mc)ugl'! .)Vc" 
could do it and the idea 
baSically an educational v';~dt';ihi~\j:h~ 
School of Art. 

Q: SO it is primari1;YH:{~~~~~~~~t~:, exhibiti students and 
A: No not really. 

and ex~students work 
in terms of going back 
parent is we would also 
work that would be of 
students, but not n~,oessa,i!x 
ets. ·So, the sort of 
would show are mostly 
itions. They are survey-type sh,ow's,ratller 
than one-man exhibitions and the 
Gallery deals with the vefY . b.ig major 
shows that come along. There is a bit of 
ground in the middle that up; uAttl now 
has not been covered and tfiat\ s the small 
travelling show,the non-commercial show, 
that come salong. For instance, O.(l,e ,we 
are going to have is a mixtUTe ' of photo
graphs and paintings by the English artist 
Paul Nash, which has been brought out 
here by the Australian Gallery Directors 
Council. 

It is one that won't fit into the time
table of the State Gallery, or it is too 
small for the State Gallery. It is one that 
won't be of interest to the private comm
ercial Galleries becuase it is not saleable 
and so this is an exhibition that will be 
good for the students and the general 

leacher Education who is, as you kilow, 
an exhibited ~ and practising artists, . and 
then from the Administration wing of-the 
College we have the Senior Administrat.;. 
ion pfficer Properties ,C~a ""ha).rwho is 
,Laurie Laudner in this case, and '"" the 
Administration €>fficer from the School 
of Art Kevin Beck and, in addition, Dr 
Rawlinson suggested that we have for the 
time being anyway Ron Wright, who is, I 
think, Management Consultant, or some 
such t itle. 

He is a new member of the College 
staff. He comes along and talks about just 
the general management processes of gall
eries and the administration aspects of 
the Gallery, particularly pertaining to the 
College. 

Q: That is as a sort of adviSory? 
A: Yes. 
Q: How much does the decision mak

ing process need to be a quorum? 
A: All of it does in fact . I have a cer

tain amount of freedom in that as a Dir
ector, people write to me to propose 
exhibitions or to talk about gallery policy 
and in that respect I am able to present to 
the Committee all the stuff and, with a 
certain amount of pushing and pulling, I 
can slant it - how can I best put this? -
I can weight certain arguments for and 
against and I can filter out some stuff 
that is clearly unsuitable for the gallery. 
At the . same time I can group things 
which arc evidently suitable and present 
them to the Committee and then they 
give it a yes or no at that point. So it is a 
Committee decision all the way and then 
the Committee reports through the Dean 
of the School ~- it is important to get this 
right - reports their recommendations 
through the Dean of the School to the 
Principal for his ratification. He gives the 
final okay ; so Dr Rawlinson has the final 
say really. 

Q: Where does Ken Reinhard fit in? 
A: We report to him and then it goes 

through him to the principal but he is in 
the position there to make his recomm
endations- alongside (lUIS to-the principal 
so if we

1 
for instance weIe to suggest to 

the ~rin¢pal that a certain Jine sb,ould be 
taken and the ' ean. was totally opposed 
to tli8t~ he would makejiius recomm~ndat· 
iOlls also and I am s(ue fhat hls word . 
would not b", law bu . it certainly would 
be listened to. ~ • 

Q: Do you t\iink.·tb",GaUery would be 
much {nOTe efficient if it ¥as taken 
autonomous from College financill assist· 
anee? 

A: I don't know abo'!,t peing efficient 
because one ing we do!l(t hav~ to be 
while we are being firianced by ti,e 
College is efficient; that is to say we do 
not h'l.ve to $uppon ourselves like the 
private gallery does so I ,am not sure it 
would be more efQcientlThe administrat
ion of 't would be less top heavy. [ find 
that a lot of 'time is copsumed in going 
backw.~ds abd forwards. . . 

Q: What then as Director is your per
sonaL, direction as far as ~he Gallery is 
eonce'rned? -

A: Well, I aJ1! trying to keep-TI!y per
sonal l.ik)esouf of it, and my prefere nces, 
as much as possible to the sorf of tllings 
1 feel it should be dolnl!;an<hthe Comm
ittee feels this too. It should be" showing 
as wide a variety of work as" possible and 
not limited to paintings and print making 
but it should encompass sculpture ... photo; 
graphy and crafts. I think we should show 
a balance from as much contemporary 
stuff as We can that is currently goi,ng on, 
not only Australiatr but as well as overseas 
and we should have\ a closer lbbk at what 
students are doing as well because I think 
it is very\ useful for students to see how 
theitrwork compares in a gallery situation 
on public view. I think that by and large 
we are taking as broad a' view as possibl~ 
an as I. said before, we are filling that 
gap' ~\\ich is left by the commercial and 
State galleries. . . 

Q: Ho do you see the. po~ition of 
.' 

art ga er¥, Director relative~llo current 
ideas in ar~~hic~ aim to P'~ak dO'fn the 

.. 

wold be an ellteist situation. On the other 
hand, one can take the view that simply 
by using the gllery as a tool to commun
icate current trends in art, if you like, or 
even art trends that are past because 
things change so quickly now, that we 
would in fact be helping to break down 
that elitism. It is a difficult question to 
anwer really because there are the two 
views of the same thing. Either we ,.cQuld 
be elitist or on the other hand we are 
doing our best to break down the elitism. 
I prefer to think of it as the second thing, 
that what we are doing is providing a sit
uation where people can experience new 
things or can experience things forthe 
first time. Whether it be students, and 
certainly one would imagine that first 
year students would benefit in this way. 
or whether it is the general public or 
members of staff for that matter. Certain
ly members of staff across the ·college. 
One is providing a situation where they 
can come and expand their minds act
ually . Unfortunately , it seems that one 
tends to preach to the converted an awful 

I lot. You know, that is where the elitism 
comes in. 

Q: It seems like a funny position that 
that Art Gallery being an an Art SchQol 
an obviously having a major part of the 
dialogic with art students staff is s!iII 
trying to operate as a public gallel'}' b~ 
pre,..,ntjng art to the pnblic? 

A: I don't see ' that as .a prohle,!, 
really. All it means}is th'lot,l!'him you tall< 
about it being public it)S llublic but o~ 
in the sense tlfat we bpen ,th,e doors to thl> 
public to come in.;: We . are ilot dealb/l! 
with the publicrin: that 'Ye arlfnot selling 
to !lie"!.:'!;o there is very. little transaction 
going p)'lill tha~sense . Wha~we are doing 
~, in 18 way, operating as as , ~ window 
for art gene.rally 'alId for hart lehool 
not in particular,1m .piIrj of that 
general scene. We are SfimpJy opeiling a 
part of the art school oi t1ie college and 
inviting the public to come and and be 
part of what goes ol¥ there. I don't see 
that as any sort of problem really. Does 
anybody else want to say anything? 

Q: [ heard a rumour that the Art Gan. 
ery was a controversial issue 'amongst the 
staff over matters' of policy and direction 
and philosophy? . 

A: Yes, well, I ' don'tJthink so much in 
this sense; not in diH\cljon [ don't thinK, 
not in philosophy. I thfnk,.that has been 
fairly well accepted by tne staff but I 
tink there were one or two contentious 
iSsues and they" will be of inteI;.est to thr 
stUdents of the college. One of the 
contentious issues was whether the 
gallery should seU or not and there are 
two things athat are fairly divided and 
One is that "it should be able to sell and 
charge a commission and the other is thJit 
it should not sell. So, between those t 0 
aspects there has been a fair bit o~frict
ion but the final situation, what we have 
come up with, is' a terrific compromise in 
that we will be ab)e\ to sell students oli 
and that we will-esk for.a f~'e10r;;emGes 
rendered. Be careful1' to use th-ose terms. 

. When.You,. sked eJll'lier wll¥ there we; 
a late start~lt wa fo~ft1ese ¥>r~o reas
ons that the e~ was a late start Tl}.er was 
a lot of tossing ·around .ab0l!! tliis. SlIt b~ 

'caus~ it is a G.,?vernmen tl~\itutton'lu at 
is the College a~d,Cal!e~e Wt ot>thal, 
and functions ,.itlt Com.monw.ealtli funds 
and' is prirparily· au../i-educational .. Stltut· 
ion. Then jt Was considered by a number 
of people th'at tlie selling and charging.Oj 
commissions was in fad' not a very goPO 
idea. Also jn view of the fact that we 
might f om tim ' tQ...-time, on. that basis 
tread on the oes ofH he.". rivate commer· 
cial gar(eries. ~ or ,... 

Q: SO you tlijnK that , ' e no h;, \ ....+<. ~ 
been resolve{l? j - ~ 

I A: ] feel if~ resolved, now 19 liat we 
are a~lc"to seel 'students wo'ili d all< 

. he~for a' 20%, [ think it is, ' fe or r
l Yices\rertdere~. On top of that we will not 

~
> ~e ma!<lng qny sales out of ou.!'side exlJib· 

. lfors;>t st~ffN)r . out. side invited\'artist§ but 
\_ we WOUld, 0 <;Ql1~e·, be in a position t9 
. put any !lf0spee~~';l>l'¥ers, .point them lh 

., • the. dire\lVon , of llie'~t oI;', his aOJ.,t, 
so 10 a w'lY we would be, a.,<;,hng as alf'sOit 

• . "f go be~een and at\ : - t bill!): 

'~c;.."L f ,L 
barriers between art and..soei~.ty? In other 
words, as an informati§,n centre o~ a spec- . 
ific kind or . whicli could possibly be pre ... " 
ented in att ' gallery context. Do, ybu 
know what I mean? There is a lot of 
current issues in, art which revolve around 
the idea tha.t tj1e\ art centre is aimed at 
being an elite cultural centre and not 
hainv much to do with society. How can 
you see the Ivan Dougherty Gallery fitt
ing into that situation? 

A: Very difficult actually. There are 
people that hold the view that art is and 
always has been for the eilite and the 
growing edge of art for instance has never 
really related to the general population 
at all and, so, if we were to involve ou~
sevles with the growing edge of art then It 

that is as far as we would g . 
Q: It's a slight digression bUl>il's relat· 

ed to that last bit you said - ' like las ear 
[ gor really pissed off with ·thal li!M 
Exhibition ,when there were noti . ~1p: 
up arou"nd the college saying Iha M 
executives were coming In 8_ntt hey 
obviously had ex.-money to §Pen aad 
were prepared to spenq it ·on, you Rp,o., 
paintings for prizes, tso I thought, .'''In: 
not?" and 1 dragged out 'a ·pile of iad 
took it down there and it was really 
incredible to find h~cturers' work compet· 
in with students' work for that particl!lar 
little venue; peole like Stan de Teliga 
whom I understand is rich!! 

A: Stan wouldn't say he is rich. 
Q: Okay, anyway, [ heard he kicked 

Fraser off his property; at least he has got 
a property to kick Fraser off. . 

(Chuckles re SIan de Teliga) 



A: They· were extremely selective. 
Mind you, they were spending quite a lot 
of money. I forget the figure but it might 
have been $9000 total which is a lot of 
money to spend. I forget how many 
pieces of work they bought, but it was 
quite large. Now the reason that the lec
turers work was there as well is that they 

·asked for that. They said they would look 
at students and lecturers wrok and it was 
publicised among'! the student body 
as well as amongst the staff. A lot of 
staff weren't interested in putting stuff in 
anda number were because a lot of staff 
aren't as rich as you think . You know, a 
lot of people need cash. The thing was 
they were very selective. They picked 
only the things that they wanted to take. 
They weren't sold anything and they 
chose extremely carefully. [n the up.:shot 
I think out of all the stuff they ..took, 
two thirds of it were students work. In 
fact, some of the student work stood up 
very favourablY against the staff work 
and there were most obvious things 

the student work that were 
~~;~&,~~~~~,T:here was no question that 
tI There was some 'stuff 

staff work ,,!hich was also 
obviously acceptable to 

th.ere was lot of stuff 
. I think you 

don't tltink 
student What the situation 
is that tbey were given an opportun

be in the lottpry - and it really was 
' ·'.H_ -. _ and both staff and students 

the option of being in it. 
Q: It probably would have been better 
it liad been I'roejcted thJl,I, way .in the 

~::~~~~:\1~~1:! 1 )~e~nd~~ed up oteating a lot of . ttl '~/ 
r was nothing t"do wjth that 

it started .. "., ' t 
Oh.l [e~~that,tl'm not acctismg 

} 

are the, mee anics of 
Itude.,M; as lrtdividuals or as gtOUps, seek.· 

to have shows at the gallery? 
A: It's the same as jar everybody else 
the mechanics for 'everyoody wishing 
exhibit would simply b~ to write 

their case to the Committee or 
to the IHr'ector - look: simply 
me - and then it goes along to 

who sift .thrpugh every-
comesto us. ... ~ 
you have, first of' aU, such a 

~~~k~~~!;O~~f~~po~ ... ibilities that you have a f for the year? 
we have in fact nominated a 

pf()gr"m.ne for the year. 
So - g~tting back to the studept 
and accepting thai student work 
have to be competitIve in quality 

in .. there, what would be 
acceptable student show , 

occur? 
At this stage we are full for this 

it would be March of next year. 

~~~!:~~!~2A):~Of(~C~0~u~~~ej some 

A: What you are probably suggesting, 
if I guess "right, is student partici~ation in 
the !Danagement of the gallery? 

Q: Not really, I agree that the gallery 
is a good idea even in its present structure 
but it suddenly reveals the possibility of 
having a velle like that large for students 
or at least with more student access. Even 
though a lot of studens are generally 
slack-arses and you couldn't really expect 
to keep things geared around students. 

A: You mean that t he gallery should 
be more available to students as opposed 
to some of these other exhibitions that 
we are bringing in? 

Q: There is certainly a strong argu
ment to say there should be more student 
access to it - the fact that it would be 
there could geneate ideas which obvious
ly is a bit step in the educational process. 

A: I go along with that. I know that 
the people who are responsible for pick
ing shows, both Ian Grantand Peter Pin
son, would go along with that - I think 
that theopportunity is there for students 
if they would like to use it - if they 
corne to us with a proposition - I can 
think of one, Bob ·Peacock . .He is the sort' 
of person who might come to us and say 
"I would like to do a couple of evening" 
or a couple of days, perfoT,lance things". 
He is the sort of bloke that 'Would use it 
I think, If he tame to us and said "when 
could I do this" undoubtedly there is a 
time in there when he could do it. The 
only -thing I can think of which is not 
acceptabie to the Committee) is jf the 
work is not up to scratch. 

You may say alao then that that is 
restricti.pg and that it would be beneficial 
no matter how poor the wbrk, ro do it 
"'lyway, an<itha! is certainly a valid point 
of view - I would &.0 along with that but 

" in which case I would suggest the¥ p nd 
somewhe,re else to do it. You see, we 

' made this determination that whatever 
goes on in the gallery must ach an 
acceptable standard; whatever a standard 
is . .... you know, you can tell when some'" 
thing js bad, you loom at it a ' d say "oh 
shit' ''' I'erhaps a standard . that it is 
ac'c:eptable ~'to cert~people of the COfl)
munity WIloevei they ar . No I can't 
define "any1of these people r aly but there 
are ""yardsticks by-whicjl w judge thin!!!, 
by, which we judge p31ntings, sculpture ';i 
dance of rilrn !... now, if ij.Jfails to measure 
up to any of those yardsticks then we say 
it is poor~ or it's not, a- ceptable. They're 
valu~ 'judgements but'its all you have got 
to;.go on' really. Otherwise anything goes 

'and the problem then is you exluede 
what.' otherwise would be excellent stuff 
for mediocrif}: , althoul\h the medic1'rity 

ighf have been educationally worth
while fortheose people doing it. 

,Q: It still goes back to this question 
there is a case fo~ having a venue for stud
ents which is comparable to the art gan· 
ery but run along lines which would glve 
them an opportunity to explore that 'dir
ection. It has the potential for transform
ing what the art school is abo.ut. 

A: Yes, I think there is certainly ... ease 
that and' I think it would be good. 

other way it couJd be done 
- I lIlean th ar., .othex 
college besides e gallery 
be used. For instance, a 

~&~~~~ti~~~;~~~f:~~~~~~;~~~P~~~~dU~datlting by Riliha(d 

:J~i~~~~,~~~~;;J~~:~~~jr Hardy, with 
:, Richard maude and 

- think 
sh"ould an~art 

: I see;:.the point you 
problemjjj&e<_~as ,that "it ' was, ~e only 
physic.aJ sp.a.ce avairab)e. and::;,an:'that has 
happened in that g3llerY"bas .b~n really a 
matter of expedjence"y. It certainly is not 
a sort of gallery that if.! oh~ f as staz:ting 
!r.om.sctatofi o~n~;. would deSlgn. Fo"r mstanc , one would have lo .have solid walls 

at o!\e could plug and you would~ need 
a ave -a' floor that you can't a.Jl1!I~~. 

There ,is~o{e. h,ope(ul talk now ~t<the 
Albion Avenue Campus will become a'Vait: 
able to uS'in J 980 or whenever it is, and 
I am hoping that when that site is redevel
oped that the gallery aspect of the college 
will start from scratch - we will have an 
area that is much more robust and that is 
less fettered by things like wall coverings 
and floor coverings and size generally ~ 
The only thing I can say about that is 
that at least we have a gallery. 

Q: Would you agree nevertheless that 
it's not a student venue? 

.' 
" 

A: I can 
Pollock thing we don't already 
know. I can only Jeiterate what has")31,,
ready been ) said over and vtLsgaih. 
there have'"*been no ... ne e~elot:tmetr ... 
Yes tHhe has been,,2!lll' one new e'tef 
opmelAt in that Mr-LeClwij ~we , there 
are~some asp~cts t5f his past that have 
been publicised to some' extent and those 
particular aspects..~d not to sf~nguren 
his case for the PoUock's'1;eing-genuine. 

Q: I think Clieve (Evatt) told me a 
story about some critic that described the 
Pollocks as a "veritable arabesque of liv· 
ing colour" and carried on like this - I 
mean where does this critic stand now? -
where does the prestige. he had stand 
now? 

A: Yeah - what do you want to ask 
me about Pollock? 

Q: Who was directly instrumental in 
organising the recent so-called Jackson 
Pollock exhibition? 

A: The exhibition occured as a result 
of a meeting btween Ken Reinhard and 
the man who brought them out here, Mr 
Led wij. Next?? 

GENERAL CHUCKLES 
Q: Ken Reinhard obviOUsly had conn

ections with .. .. 

. -
Q : It is a real possibility; It's the same 

kind of thing .as Clive's "cut off hand" 
thing. 

A: Clive said to me (ha hal - this 
shouldn't really go on the record but 
"Fake Pollocks, I wish I:d thought of 
that" . 

GENERAL LAUGHER. 
To answer your question, we knew 

that putting on Pollock would be trem
endous publicity for the gallery. Publicity 
rather than notoriety was what we were 
after and we still are, of course, but we 
certainly wouldn't want any smears to 
stock. 

Q: How do you think it has affected 
th gallery's credibility? 

A: At this early stage I really don't 
know. The truth of the thing is if they are 
not genuine Potlocks and that has yet to 
be established, then we took them in 
good faith and we are the innocent party. 
We are the ones who have been robbed. 
At no stage did it cccur to anybody that 
there would be a misleading of the public 
or a misleading of anybody. Kobody 
involved in putting it on at this end of the 

A: Yes, the Fine Arts Gallery in Perth college for one moment doub ted that 
(Ledw(j's Gillery) each year give away a they were genuine and that is particularly 
$5000 seholar.;hip so they have a compet- interesting since in Perth nothing had 
Won and Ken, with tw,o other peop1e - been said ~ter three weeks. 
i don't kno;W whp they were,<was invited I must: sayt that some aspects of the 
to be a juage and he flew over to Perth media were irresponsible. 
"{ith. these. other two, one from Victoria Q: "The >!, Australian"? (Newspaper) 
an one from South Australia,"hnd judged A: Tlley did a particular point of view. 
the competition. At the same time I *' Q: It was ~nsationalised. 
think i h~ust ha e taleked about havi,Og " A: They took that line. I would say 
an~ exhioinon lif his own wrk, and at tJ(e the best repdrting. the most honest re-
same fme gain it was suggested that porting w~e "Sydney Morning Herald" 
there was an upcoming JacKson Pollock Of course, Nancy Borlase had serious 
exhibiiioh} and it was suggested that it doubts about, it and she said so, but there 
should be g.one overrhere Ul Sydney flt was no sensationalism about it. 

Gallery. Ken then \ Of cou~e, the only person who suff-
etedut" all of it, the only pe~on who 
'came ,bf{'badly out of it all was Jackson 
Pollock; I (hink that is despicable because 

doubt in my mind that 
'~Jrll~;~;Ail~~ngenuine and really worth
v is no sham ab au t him. 

in all this publicity 

~~~j~~~~~~~~'~er~~~~~~·~t ·t~: is that , off and becomes a 

not actually. He is in 

\~~~~~~~c,g~~~:;~~n as all of us in that he ~ paintings to be genuine 

surely get lost in transit 

!W>.etable - Ivan Dougherty 

outside 

to be gained 'iJ'!~_l;I1;Ml'.TJ''t EXHIBITION (WA TER) 
.r see it. September 1 st 

The difference between "'::~I~)4It.nl::;~~u ou.muo artists and staff. 
raud is that a...-boa . is generally f: 

benev,olent.,. - a joke - there is no 
intended where as with a fraud . one is in 
'fact intending. to br.ing somebody 'down 
or to gain illegally by it. 

Q: There is ~ point at which it is rev
ealed. It would have been much better as 
a hoax. You know the Ern O'Malley 
story. This would have been a sitting 
duck for an Ern O'Malley approach. 

Q: I t could be assumed as an under
lying factor that the Pollock show was 
used as sensationalism on behalf of the 
Ivan Dougherty Gallery? 

A: What a nasty mind you've got!! 

~JCUI)E~IT &XHIBITION - AMCAE 
1 Ith - September n nd 

JNVITED PHOTOGRAPHERS & 
SCULPTQRS 
September 29th - October 20th 

10 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRINT· 
MAKERS 
October 30 - November 17th 

GRADUATING STUDENT 
EXHIBITION 
November 24th - December 8th. 
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Days ot Hope _ 
Thursday 

Part One: Joining Up (1916) 
UK 1975. CJir: Ken Loach. 99 min. Colour. 
The outbreak at war in 1914 had split the working class movement 
down the middle. Many were moved by the pressures of pUQlic 
opinion and rallying cries like Kil chener's "Your Coun try Needs 
You", but there were about five thousand pacifists and con· 
scientious objectors who refused to take up arms against their 
European working class "broth ers". Then lloyd George imposed 
conscription on all unmarried men between 18 and 41. The fifteen 
hundred or so who continued to refuse to take part in non· 
combatant service were assigned to military units, and sentenced 
to imprisonment by courts mitrtial when they refused to obey or· 
de.rs. Forty·one were sent to France (where they could be shot for 
mutiny on active service) until Asquith's interven tion brought 
them back home. 

Part Two: Lockout (1921) 
UK 1975. Olr: Ken Loach. 103 min. Colour. 
In promise "to make a fit country for 
heroes fel l and unemployment more than 

lW(). ""llilon mark during the winter of 1920-
railwaymerf and transport 

~e~fei:~~ioj~:m""adnelea~,sl"la"nsd. for higher pay. But 

~~~'~;~~:~~~E;~~:~i~~~~~ :.: of the " Triple In· Prime Minister 
the miners to. strike 

I. F. STONE', WEEKLY (USA 1974; Dir; Jerry Bruck; (62 mins.) . 
l. F. Stone was a journalist who was blacklisted during t he McCarthy pen~d and 
subsequently maintained determined independence in publishing ~s own JQ.ur~al 
between 1953-71 based on the premise that; ' the first thing a journalist should realise 
is that 'any government is run by liars and on~ should never bel~eve what the~ say', 
Made over three -'years this film is a fascinatmg record and tnbute to a umquely 
dedicated man. 

,'Part Three: The ·First Labour Government I 
(1924) . -: 
UK 1975 0" Ken Loacn 77 mm Colour 
Less than twenty years after the party had been conslltuted 10:1 S 
present form , Labour took office But Ramsay MacDonald's firs 
minority government was brought down by the Conservatives and 
the Liberals after only nlOe month s. The government's intention . 
to recognise and 10 make a loan 10 the Soviet Un ion had caused 
widespread alarm - it smacked of socialism. 

Part Four: The General Strike (1926) 
UK 1975. Ken Loach. 132 min. Colour. 
It could sociali st .s "en9t11.1).~1 

I 



· TAM BOHI" L N ' '< . ," ' ~,,-

, Making o;;;~~f§~~~-;:-:~';~::: 
suppose denotes some form of . 'add ra'dio, the 
literary leaning, or rati,er a series dog. You load the beetle up. On 
of sumersalts; you should know, arriving the air is cold and moist, 
read TARANTULA. with that peculiar rainy night 

This is what I think, if you're as 
old as I think you are - and that is, 
the sixties was sort of a revolu
tionary brain ravaging period, when 
there were so many sacred cows to 
kick, so many mindless bungling 
bureaucrates, and again so many 
options open, that no matter what 
happened; if you picked up this 
thing with strings, and ~ould put 
three words together; like, Fli ck 
YOIl Pig (succiilCtly), then you were 
there, had cult identity - like you 
were there. 

Y qu were so sto ned, it was so 
serious, thcy bombcd women and 
children you know, it was vile, so 
you wanted to get out, thinking of 
grassy meadows and stu lT, ancl, 
110 TV. Of course you would have 

, 
" 

darkness, perfect for the receptive 
radio; and there's just you, just you 
and it. And you've got radars for 
ears, so you roll one just to get 
further into it - you switch on the 
radio. And though you're ears have 
popped, from that last toke - you 
get it - this sort of sick , on the 
verge of tears laughter ... 

And it's a hard rain's 
a go nna fall - hawl - all 

And those big black ominous 
clouds open up, and say, "iss 011 

YOIl Tony!, there's IlIJ ' .. hSC;lPU 

So a decade passes, and Dylan's 
playing the showground tonight, 
and its nostalgic and indulgent, 
,and it's li ke the previous two para
graphs. And you haven't got the 
money to go. Roscoe and I arc 

,LAY 

RT 
standing around, looking at each 
other, and after an hO\lr we agree; 
the 'Don Lane Show' is out. Well 
this guy has just handed us two 
forged tickets, and we look at him 
as if he's soine kind of apparition -
and like I know ['m supposed to be 
reviewing the concert. 

o again, here Roscoe and me 
walking with this thermos full of 
caffeine , and some 'Gordon's Gin, 
ahd, oh yes!' the Johnnie Walker. 
Anyway we're sort "of hyped , up, 
expectant , like thirty "tliollsand 

, others on some pilgrimage to lama 
land, NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED 
At the turnstyles - looking into 
shoulder bags, trying to find your 
wi ne and herbs. Who would have 
suspected, as I rattled, clinked and 
shuffled tlnu those gates, that there 
was anything amiss. Yes, the goodies 
was in my knell high sixties cowboy 
booties ·- KLANK DINK, 

I t was heaven that fragrance that 
issued from those thirty thousand 
closely quartered hippies, musta, 
chiod businessmen, and off,duty 
nurses; and it had to be. The arena 
housed the defecated remnants of 
all those Royal Easter Show horses, 
cows, sheep and the most daring of 
stock car drivers, embalmed in Ol~ 

reaking foot of Showground mud. 

Floodlights played on" the magical 
ooze, and in front of us, a frantic 
couple searched for the acid they'd 
dropped. 

Ius has finally got to be it - Did 
you say a thirty thousand walt PA ? 
The band ' is onstage and electrified. 
This is no watered down ' I-lard ' 
Rain', Dylan's band is mammoth. 
THE MAN [in capitals ms type
setter J be¥i.ns with a screaming, 
Hey Mr. Tambourine Man - and 
Reggae. DYLAN no longer the Icon 
alone, illumina,ted by' J11"e celestial 
lightbulb. The troup'e leader, his 
accompa niment , three support 
gu itarists, one bass, a keyboard 
player, two percussionists, David 
Mansfield on wailing violin , and LA 
LA LA, three sequined and superb, 
shoo be do waaring songstress,es, 
surrounding the saxophinist, who 
was somewhat sh it hot, say again, 
mud, 

DYLAN THE MAESTRO! re
wiring circuits, restructuring songs, 
like Tarzan, Lord of '(he Jungle, 
or the Ghost Who \V'lllks. Karl 
Marx would -Ilave been proud of 
you. Dylan sharing the burden, and 
his genius, say ing essentially what 
he said way back then but· then 
when is history not ;epeated ~ 
goodnight, colourful dreams. 

T Mortimer DA4 



B I R 
The artist has always suffered from a 

problem which confronts few other producers 
of marketable goods. No matter how prolific, 
stereotyped or derivative his work becomes. 
the artist is always burdened with the chore' 
of creating something unique. Certainly there 
are compensations for this handicap - the 
market value of a successful artist's work 
increases rapidly with consumer demand -
but there are few ways for him to maximise a 
good run at the auction table or a successful 
stint on the walls of the walls of the Robin 
Gibson gallery. 

The ageing Picasso certainly must have 
picked up a few tricks from the Japanese car 
manufacturers. His later works - idyllic, loose
ly constructed senile daydreams - came with a 
range of impressive options. Fauns, centaurs 
piping Pans and fulsome nudes of classical 
origin could be had in a full range of decorator 
primaries. Blue for the bathroom, green for the 
sunroom, and red for above the fireplace. 

While Picasso is no longer with us the art 
mafia has succeeded in producing Miguel 
Berrocal, another Spaniard, whose erotic 
complicated sculpture has made him a cult 
figure with the cognoscenti of Europe. And 
while it may. not be true, as some claim, that 
Berrocal was the initiator of the tenn "multi
ple" in the art world, he is certainly the most 
dazzling exponent of the happy marriage of 
art and technology. 

Before examining his work, we should bear 
in mind that a typical edition of Berrocal runs 
to six multiples in gold, 500 in sterling silver, 
and 9500 in nickel-plated bronze. And rest 
assured, each copy is numbered and signed 
and flawlessly crafted with engineering prec
ision. 

ILLUSTRATION 

Tilt Nil pic'f',,' of Guliath 

R 
" 
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the Puzzle Maker 

Well now, imagine a chinese puzzle, one of 
those clever wooden devices usually in the 
shape of a sphere or a cube. THE pieces 
interlock in a way that makes it very difficult 
ro re·assemble tham once you've pulled out the 
key piece and let the thing collapse on the 
coffee table or the shag pile. Berrocal is a 
puzzle·maker extraordinaire. 

"Goliath" is a work · of eighty pieces· a 
headless, futuristic torso that can be assemb· 
led in three different ways. For those with 
young families, "Goliath's" fig leaf remains 
firmly in place, but the work can be assembled 
with the genitalia exposed, and then according 
to your predilections you may have ~'Goliath" 
with a circumcised penis or a foreskin. Certain· 
Iy this all sounds rather complicated, and 
indeed each piece comes with a hardcover 
instruction book illustrated by Berrocal. All 
you have to do is follow the coloured diagrams 
and a world of pure delight opens up before 
you. 

Consider a sculpture of Romeo and Juliet· 
the lovers entwined on their coffin, again done 
in a hard futuristic manner. The coffin 
disassembles into 84 pieces that can be refitted 
to make complete place settings for two. To 
wit: 23 pieces of silverware, four wine goblets, 
four ashtrays, a man's dinner ring, a woman's 
dinner ring, and a chafing dish. Now you may 
have the pleasure of ashing in your 'work of 
art. 

Concealed jewellery is a feature of many 
Berrocal works. You can take apart your 
"Mini David" (another headless torso) and 
one of its 22 pieces is a ring made up of a gem· 
stone and the genitals of the figure. It goes 
without saying that this edition is completely 
sold out. And you can give the insurance 
investigator hell the next t ime your pad is 
burgled. 

( 

Depending on your point of view a Berrocal 
can be seen as many works of art at any stage 
of disassembly or as no work of art at any 
time. THE work "Mini Maria" contains with· 
in it a seperate assembly of the ubiquitous 
cock and balls. Apparently Berrocal wants you 
to have your cake and eat it, in just the same 
way he does. 

When he runs out of cunning stunts, he 
might perhaps turn his 200·employee foundry 
over to the production of pinball machines. 
It costs only 20 c to experience the visual, 
tactile and intellectual stimulation of one of 
these "multiples" and the joy of getting a 
replay would probably be equal to that of 
getting your Berrocal off the floor and onto 
the mantle·piece with the signature in a good 
light. 

John Kavanagh 

"If Man wel'e Immortal, do 
you realize what his meat hills 

would he?' 
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An Extremely ·Short Story 
(Pertaining to an Illusion.) 

He wasn't even sure anymore which 
way was up. It filled him with big wacks 
of wha-who, and he knew. Yes he did. 
This was what he had wanted aU along 
and because of his timely and even more 
lasting success he had got it. 

But it wasn't as he thought it was, or 
even should have been. Sometimes there 
were moans coming from the bathroom 
when he was in the hall. And even then 
he didn't want to let go. 

After all, wasn' t this the pinnacle? 
Weren't the troops at the top yet? Jesus, 
it felt like it sometimes, like tottering on 
the brink. Blink. And then it would aU 
change . 

Hsii Wei, 1521-1593 

And he'd discover that the perfection 
he worshipped was sneaking out the 
back door. Had left a note on the kitchen 
table - see you when I'm able! Christ, 
did he have to make an appointment, like 
an applicant for the position of part time 
adorator. 

Although ... who else knew the thud 
thud he got when he was invited to 
burrow in the deliciousness of what he 
claimed as his prize. Was there another 
man - here or anywhere else - who 
could know, even guess what long roots 
this beauty had. How it could take hold 
and grip. trip him, until he tumbled into 
the divine silkiness of surrender. 

Linda Forrester 
Dip Art 
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* BILLBOj\RD * 

ARDWIRKZ 
ANNOUNCE 
BILLBOARD 

In case you didn't know, ARDWIRKZ is an 
art workers co·operative, born from a variety of 
art related projects during the last 12 months. 
These projects produced collaboration and 
cooperation amongst a loose but large group of 
people in such a way that we, felt a corporate 
identity would be productive and expand the 
process. . \ .. 

Since there is no fixed 'thihg' about 
ARDWIRKZ, that's about all w~" can say about 
it - except perhaps to repeat hat it is an 
expression of our mutual desire to generate 
co·operative processes (with identi preserved). 
Membership is by involvement - some of us 
are students of Mackie - hence t~s article. 

What we are replorting is the advent of the 
BILLBOARD project, This should be of interest 
to any student wit!! an itch and a buzz and a bit 
of motivation. \ 

Last September 'shoVv:; of political posters at 
Watters regenerated an 01(1 idea to rent a bill· 
board, (20 feet X 10 feet v~riety) and to use it 
to take art statement directlk to the pUblic. The 
possibilities were very exciting, to a small group 
of us who met a few times a~ the Brooklyn 
Hotel to th rash out some ideas. '. 

To cut a very long story shorJ: (a detailed 
report will be placed in the Library). we made 

. an approach, as ARDWIRKZ, to the\Visual Arts 
Board, for finance to rent a billboard for 12 
mdnths. ... 

Preferably our billboard was to be located 
amongst others with normal advertising an.d we 
would post a variety of 'art' statements on it. 
Also we requested finance to document all this 
in film. \ 

\ 

It has been a long arduous educational process 
for us and several impatient months later 'we 
have secured a financial commitment from the 
V.A.B., and a commitment (through the V.A.B.) 
from Australian Posters to provide us with at 
least one billboard very favourably loc~, 

We are negotiating (optimistically?) through 
different venues for film finance. 

Th is article then is a report to students. 
Even .though it's hoped to accomplish a small 

event of mystery, interest and public education 
through the project, it was also felt that fellow 
students would enjoy knowing what was going 
on - particularly if they had fantasies of their 
own worth promoting. 

Regards, 
ARDWIRKZ 



WOMBAT AND THE MONK 

So, Wombat had stuck the puddin, in his hat' 
And put his hat on his head, 
Which clearly proved him to lie an ill-bred fellow , 
For in good sOciety wearing puddins on one's -
Head, is hardly ever done! .' 

The Master said " have you been here befo~;,?" 
The Mink answered "Yes sir , I have." 

. Thereupon the master said " Have a ~up of tea" 
Aside - Wombat was blown out .. 

Who's th~peasant in the 'gold lame suit , 
and green shirt? Ques t.~oned the master. 

Dh that's Pud".'mhead, said the monk, 
who knew full ';;'ell his name to be Wombat. 

The Master sai1 -" Well give him one tQc>,liut 
Have Him J.:"(:move his hat!" ';" . 

/' ..... 

.. / T.M. 
" Apologies to N. !-indsay, and Dt Suzuki 

. ~.: 

Don't give up smoking •• 

Ba~kward writing. 
A Zen StorY, 
To be read from right to left. 

Monk. 

rehcaeT lanoitaN eht fo elpicsid a, ousteT 
seod tah W, naok eht minh yb nevig saw, otiaD 

eH "? naem slanretxe revo yretsam gnigah 
. saw hcae tub ,weiv retfa weiv detneserp 
gnol retfa ylianiF .retsam eht yb detcejer 

togrof tub lIa eh hcihw gnirud ,nQitatidem 
-nekawa etammusnoc a dah eh ,knird dna doof 

ro sihT" ,srewollof sih ot dias ecno eH .gni 
a hcihw tA "!drow etulosba eht em evig :taht 

dna it, yas uo Y" ,dias dna drawrof emac knom 
"!retsam ecno ta 

.0usteT dias "?uoy t'nod yhW:' 
.ecaf s'retsam eht deppals kflom 'ehT 

uo Y" ,deirc ousteT ,knom eht gnibbarg ,nehT 
ton tub ,thgir lIa ,prahs si telmig eht wonk 

"!erauqs si lesihc eht taht 
. knom eht dias " ,taht ot eerga t 'nac I" 

.yawa mih tsurht dna ecaf sih, ni taps ousteT 

FREE ART PACKAGE with each A ccurate 
transcript forwarded to: 

"The Editor" 
c/- Shepherd & Newman, 
Hargrave Lane, 
East Sydney: 2010, N.S. W, 

enclosing 40 cents postage with return address 
(HURRY NOW!) 

SHOULD PUBLIC SMOKING 
BE BANNED 

Why support a rip-off industry? 

Tobacco smoking is a probfem of drug 
abuse, as well as contamination of the 
community's air by smoke from tobacco 
addicts. It is the most unhealthy form of 
air pollutio n facing us today. 

Passive smoking - the inhalation of 
smoke by non-smokers is a topic that has 
been shamefully neglected. On the one 
hand , environmentalists t acitly assume 
t hat the only air worth worry ing about is 
t he atmosphere of t he wide o pen spaces, 
while the gas which people breathe in to 
their lungs is somehow mora lly inferio r 
stuff. Non:smokers are frequently com
pelled· t o inhale the no xious fujnes of 
'their smo king colleagues; our bod'ies bear 
t he sho rt term scars; the long t erm 
effects are more insid ious . 

The warning on cigarette packets shou ld 
read Slt/uk;nK is hazaruous to your 

. health anu your neigh bour 's to o ! 

JOIN the fight for fresh air in public 
places. Help us take positive steps by 
social , legal and political actio n. 

Send $5 with name and address to : 
Non-Smokers Rights Movement 
PO Box 265 , Broadway 2007. 

Regul<l;r meetings in city , regular news
letters , badges and stickers ava ilable. For 
further info rmat ion ' phone : 

660 2694 or 63 1 9888. 

* nOBUTTS . . . * 
non-smokers 1)0 have rights. 

Quick Idea number 438 I DON 'T FEEL AS IF I 'M LIVI NG UN LESS.I 

l'lere's a quick idea to kee p civiliz
ation educated 20 ,000 years from now -
should the planet still ex ist. 

First locate a corporat!:! or an indiv
idual millionai re philanthrop ist looking 
for a tax dodge. Expla in to him how · 
neanderthal man, if he had invented the 
camera, could have serv!:! d mankind by 
showing us Tyrannasaurus Rex in the 
flas h. (A t least he left us Cave d raw
ings). A self portra it also wo uld have 
bl!en intl!resting. 

Time wai ls for no man and '2 0 ,000 
years fro m now' is a pred ictable event -
de pl! nding ' o f course o n how you see 
TIME (il is all o nl! my son). If civiliz
alion endures t o th is ex tent, p robably it 
will have preserved images from our 
time to illust rate the kinde rgarte n histo ry 
books. (Afte r all th e 20th century is a 
technologir.: al miles to ne in r.: ivi li zution) . 

What they won' t have in the year 
22,000 howt've r, even if their brai ns are 
biggr.: r t han th l!ir bodies, is a de tailed 
cinemograph ir.: histo rical t ime document. 
In other words a time movie of specific 
pla<.:cs on the l!arth 's su rface - recorded 
as ind iv idua l frames - say one per week 
for the I st hu ndred years , 2 per month 
for the second etc. , so th at after a couple 
of thousand yt!ars fo r exam ple, you (well 
- tht!y) could have a featu re le ngth movie 
shall WI! suy, of somewhere like Sydney 
Harbour/city viewt!u from Vaucluse - a 
3600 view o f the Simpson Desert rer.:ord
ed at a specifir.: longitude and latitude. 

The mechanical problem s arc e le
men tary. Geological changes ( the 
Sim[lson Dese rt reCla imed by ocean) will 
no doub t he compensuted fo r, by sci en
tifk advances, not only allowing t he re
cording to cont inue 6 miles down , (or 
up) , but also in tt!rms of the develop
nwnts which occur in cinematic technol

,ogy . 
• Properly instigated - idl!a 438 will 
an ti cipate all th e pros and cons. My God 
- it could even become a moveme nt. 
, It will be a creative challenge in itself 

. to conceive all the optimum places and 
'things' to.' record (o n an in te rnat ional ' 
scale of course) . 

A mi ll ion dollars goes o nly so far and 
there would have to be a cut-off point. 
Wise investment in a benign manner is 
essenthli to th e Jonglife of idea 438 . 
(It might be~ome a conglomerate in a 
capit;Jl ist future). Ad minist ra tion o f t he 
PJojcc t would n~verlhelcss have to t rans
cend the polit ics of t he day. 

So there yOll have it fo lks - idea 
438, the genesis of world government 
(see idea 194). Even if there is no-one 
left maybe the Vcnusians will find it! 
. T ime's running out - see you later! 

R,W, 

.-

" the places that I live in -- are like 
an autobiography. I like the marks that 
have been made by myself, o r by other 
people , to be left. T hey're like memory 
tracks for me." 

* FRANC IS BACON 



Aboriginal Art 
As part of a thinly- disguised welfare program, the 
Federal Government has become the major power in 
the marketing of Aboriginal art '- and standards are 
suffering, reports SUSANNA SHORT. 

In the desert, in Arnhem Land and on 
ih~ islands off the north coast of Austra· 
li!!', ,Aboriginal artists are selling their 
V.'Ot k to roving buyers for Aboriginal 
Arts and Crafts Pty Ltd. 

-1:. 
\ ; . 

Through thIS company, the Federal Govern· 
ment has become a power in the business of gath·· 
eriog and sei1+.g Aboriginal art. Doubts about 
what it's doing in all this have increased after an 
exhibition of Pintubi paintings held rece'ntly in 
one of the company's galleries in Sydney. 

The paintings (in synthetic paint) 'retain only a 
little of the magic of the originals, which were 
done directly on the ground in blood, feathers, 
flowers, trod leaves' for the ceremonies of the 
tribe. In the gallery the works are often daz· 
zlingly decorative but unashamedly intended as a 
transition into the world of white man's art. 

These paintings can be hung on walls: they 
last; they 'don't bend or smudge; they blend deco· 
ratively with1P1odern furnishings. 

But that :i%; at the top end of the market. The 
company is :also supplyi ng Myer stores with gift 
lines in Aboriginal paintings. As the chain's con
troller of gift~ described them: "authentic art with 
consumer .appeal." Small bark paintings up to 
$50 are selling well. ' 

Aboriginal Arts and Crafts Ply Ltd was start
ed to giye black artisis a fair return for their work. 
It ~as becqrne a massive commercial enterprise. 
Instead of rekindling artistic impulses in a'selec
tive way, the Government has established a mass 

. market organisation, or warehouse, for art which 
is uneven in quality and at times the standard of 
souvenir-ware. 

In effect, the Government .is encouraging and 
subsidising the prS?duction of work that is shoddy 
by the artistic standards of both black and white 
.!COmmunities. It i s ~ partly the payment of social 
~ervices in disguise"and there is about the enter
\lrise the whiff of the )'Iell·meant hand·out. 

'The company gets " direct annual subsidy of 
lS3oo,ooo .from the Aboriginal Arts Board of the 
Austr~lia Council. It has established eight gal· 
lerie~;* Sales have trebled in the last three 
years, and now amount to about $1 million a 
year. About half the income gets back to the art· 
istsj the rest goes on company administration and 
the ' development of markets, and programs to 
popularise Aboriginal art. 

Abodginal Arts and Crafts Pty Ltd is now the 
main source of the Aboriginal art that reaches 
the Australian public. 

The company, and the Aboriginal Arts Board 
that cOntrols it, admit there are problems with the 
quality of work piling up in the company ware· 
bouses. ' 

Peter Broken,ha, general manager of Abori· 
girJaI Arts and Crafts, feels that the one cenain 
way of dealing with questions of quality is to let 
the anists : know what sell>: . by . developiJlg a 

"viable market" for Aboriginal art, the problem of 
quality should largely take care of itself. 

"In the long run people will learn to sort out 
the good stuff from the rubbish as ,they do with 
European art," said Brokensha. "Our main task 
is to develop the market." . 

Brokensha once owned shops selling native art 
and was a director of Caltex. He has, he says, a 
feeling for the richness and depth of Aboriginal 
culture and thinks their art is "bloody beautifuL" 
He rejects as "too purist" the view that it should 
nQt be developed commercially. 

But only three of the 15 buyers of Aboriginal 
art for the company out in the field have any fonnal 
art training. Most are local community workers. 
The staffs of the company's galleries, though most~ 
Iy white, do have commercial art gallery ex
perience or some training in shop management. 

The buyer in the field with the ' greatest ex· 
perience in Aboriginal art is Dorothy Bennett -
but she has to cover all Arnhem Land. Formerly 
~~retary to Dr Stuart Scougall, a well-known ' 
collector, she now works for the company, vis- j 

iting Aboriginal communities to encourage artists 
and purcr.~ ~e their work. Her role is similar to that 
of thp art adviser$, who often bring thr (ammu
nitie , their food and other supplies which are 'pur
chased with the cash earned for the art. \ . 

" In terms of pure art knowledge, none ef the 
staff is qualified t9 assess what i&. proch.i.ce<t'] 
s~ys Brokensha. /'f·i is· lTIOre a .. comparative thmg. 
in that someone like Dorothy Bennett knows 
what. a particular a'rtist is capable of because of 
her long experience. She knows if an artist has 
done something in a hurry just to get .some 

Reprinted from National Times 

money because her visit is due." 
A persistent problem is getting art adviser! 

buyers to stay in their posts for more than 12 to 
18 months. It is also hard to get people of a suit
able calibre to work in what a spokesman for the 
Abori.g inal Arts Board described as "fairly 
shockmg and remote co.nditions." 

The company's eight galleries - in Adelaide, 
Cairns, Perth, Darwin, Alice Springs and Sydney 
- have the upmarket field almost to themselves. 
Few commercial dealers handle Aboriginal art. 

Clive Evatt, of the Hogarth Galleries in Syd· 
ney, is one long·standing exception. He stocks 
mainly Amhem Land bark paintings (purchased 
through the company) which he sells mainly to 
tourists at comparatively high prices: $300 to . 
$500. Standards are maintained: no serviettes or 
toy koalas for sale here, but well-selected barks, 
mOI~ nted, spot-lit, and hung on the walls as "art." 

The Aladdin Gallery in Sydney has exhibited 
po; i.cry made by Aborigin~s. It is an art form un
kf, ')wn traditionally, but developed in the last few 
y(:Jl s. Pottery is now produced by the Tiwi people 
Qi Bathurst Island and in Cai rns by Thancoupie 
(Gloria Fletcher) who is alnong the best of the 
Aboriginal potters, wrrh work included in the exhi
bition of Australian Crafts now touring the capital 
cities - presently in Sydney. ' 

Many established galleries would like to deal in 
bark paintings ~ut shy away from what they see' 
as a difficult and sensitive field. The Ali of Man 
ga llery in Sydney occasion2.lly handles some. 
"The reason I don't handle more is that there is 
v~ry little good Aboriginal art around," said the 
director, Roben Y pes. 

"Anyone claiming to have good authentic 
barks I would be very suspicious of. The Abori~ 
gines were amon~ the world's mqst nomadic 
people, who did sarid and rock art at',..! their finest 
work for ceremonies - destroying j t 3fterwards. 
A few tribes did barks, but the be~1 of these are 
already in museums. Even if I cOlIj:' get them, 
they bend and smudge too easily." 

Like Clive Evatt , he considers.~he late Yirra~ 
wala the last goocJ"Aboriginal artist. \'irrawala's 
work is now a collector's item. The ~-.J;; ional Gal
lery, Canberra, has purchased mOT :! tbn 100 of 
his bark paintings; many others have gone into 
private ',:ollections overseas. 

Clive Evatt claims to have only two ior sale, 
"at a very high price;" one of the Sydney galleries 
of Aboriginal Arts ,and Crafts Pty Ltd has one for 
sale at .$400, its mos! expensive baric 

Yirrawal~ was of,. the Gunwinggu tribe, of 
western Arnhem Land. distinctive for its "X~ 
ray" an showing anil"!,!;l ls and figures on plain 
backgrounds, their in t( , !Ial details ·exposed. This 
style- ~~D!ll ra~ts with tho: .~ t¥le of Yin·kala - best 
reprt:" .~nted today by thl' artist Wand iuk Marika 
- in which the bark i~ co~pletcly c~vt:red with 
colour. 

I'hc Gunwinggu tribe has produced some of 
the b;.:' ter !atter·day Aboriginal artists work ing in 
~ tradit ional way, including Dic~\ Nguleingulei, 
Mick G'!"argu and David Milaybuma. . 
. Abc rigi.nai Arts and Crafts Pty Lt? is : .~:'~ in a 

bit of a bmd. 3ecause many Aboriginal cr,j~lr:ju · 
nities depend for a livelihood on what the) sell 
the. company, and because their production is 
run~ing ahead of what the company is managing 
to sel l. there is a danger of the companv be·com
ing a massive warehouse. Brokensha po~nted out, 
"we can't just bum it." \. 

The company ·is negotiating for a biggef. 
Gov':mment . subsidy.' : t is closing a gallery in\ 
Cail. l~ w!l!ch is running at a loss. This will leave ~ 
one of t.h<: !nost dedicated Aboriginal artists, the ' 
potter TIl,,mt"o.upie, without any works hop or k:ilns. 
They are part qf the gallery. 

·The galleries of-Aboriginal Arts and Crafts Pry Ltd are: 
in S.yd.ney at 40 Harrington Street on The Rocl(,s. in the 
Arg'ile . .Arts Centre nearby and at 4 1 McLar~" '~treet, 
NOr{~~f:'~f, ey; in Adelaide at 125 North ·Tertac!? ' 10 Perth 
at 2. .>~.: Georges Tprrace; in Darwin In Ihe Central Ar· 
C8:~ Smith Street; in fo,lice ·Springs.at 86 Todd Slreet. 
.~ In Cairns at 339 Shl;l. ;dan Gtreet. 

THE MUMBO JUMBO ABRACADAB· 
RA OKKA OCCULT CORNER 
(we've got a monopoly on bananas) 

As an academic exercise and in 
deference to our metaphysically in
clined readers, we put a formal ques
tion to the 'I Ching' (R. Wilhelm 
translation) using the coin method. 

The uninitiated are refert~d to the 
'I Ching' or Book of Changes for fur· 
ther illumination. 

We asked the question "What is the 
future of the Art School?" 

The reply, with no moying lines: 

8. Pi / Holding Together (Union) 
above K'AN THE ABYSMAL, WATER 
below K'UN THE RECEPTIVE, 

But when there is a real rallying pQint, 
those who at first are hesitant or 
tain gradually corne in of their 
cord. Late-comers must suffer the 
quences, for in holding together the ques
tion of the right time is also 'important. 
Relationships are formed and flIlitly 
established according to definite . 
laws. Common experiences 
these ties, and he who comes too late 
share in these basic experiences mus( 
fer for it if, as a straggler, he rin(js · l~eI 
door locked. 

If a man has recognized the ne(~.«itv . 
for union and does not feel 
enough to function as the centre, it 
duty to become a member of some 
organic fellowship. 

EARTH Accepting the oracle's invitation 
The waters on the surface of the earth inquired once again. 

flow together wherever they can, as for Our reply with a moving line in 
example in the ocean, where all the rivers first place. " 
come together. Symbolically this con· 2. K'un / The Receptive 
notes holding together and the laws that above K 'UN THE RECEPTIVE, EAR-PH 
regulate it. The same idea is suggested by 
the fact that all the lines of the hexa. below K'UN THE RECEPTIVE, EARTH 
gram except the fifth, the place of the This hexagram is made up of 
ruler, are yielding. The yielding lines lines only. The broken line represent.<; 
hold together because they are influenced dark, yielding, receptive primal power 
by a man of strong will in the leading yin. The attribute of the hexagram 
position, a man who is their centre of devotion; its image is the earth. It is 
union. Moreover, this strong and guiding perfect complement of THE 
personality in turn holds together with - the complement, not the opposite, 
the others, finding in them the comple. the Receptive does not combat 
ment of his own nature. Creative but completes it. It represents 

THE JUDGEMENT nature in contrast to spirit, earth in con· 
HOLDING TOGETHER b~ings good for. trast to heaven, space as against 

tune. the female-maternal as against the 
Inquire of the oracle once again paternal. However, ~as applied to human 
Whether you possess sublimity, constan- affairs, the principle of this cornpleml"~ 

cy, and perseverance; tary relationsh.ip is found not 
TPen there is no blame. relation between man and 
Th'p$e who are uncertain gradually join. also in that between prince and ~;I"; O('.'. 
Wl1o!'ver comes too late ' "and between father and son. Indeed, 
Meets with misfortune. , ,. in the individual this duality 
Wh~( is required is that we unite wiili the coexistence of the spiritual world 

others, 'in order that all may complement the world of the senses. 
and aid \ ,\'ne another through holding But strictly speaking there is no 
together. I:tut such holding together calls dualism here, because there is a 
for a centr~l. figure around whom other defined hierarchic relationship ' "n,~ ... _1 

persons may ~nite . To become a centre of the two principles. In itself of course 
influence holdi.J:lg people together is a Receptive is just as important as 
grave matter and fraught with great Creative. For ' the Receptive must 
responsibility , It :."requires greatness of tivated and led by the Creative; then' 
spirit, consistenc¥, and strength. productive of good. Only when it 
Therefore let him who wishes to gather dons this position and tries to 
others about him asli'himself whether he an equal side by side with ihe "'[(!aove,1 
is equal to the under~king, for anyone does it become evil. The result then 
attempting the task without a real call. position to and struggle .gillnst 
ing for it only makes confusion worse Creative, which is productive or" 
than if no union at an had both. 
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PARACHUTE PRODUCTIONS. THE AUSTRALIAN ELIZABETHAN THEATRE TRUST and THE MLC THEATRE ROYAL COMPANY 
by arrangemenl with THE MELBOURNE THEATRE COMPANY presentS 

If you thought The Club was outrageous you must 
see Dusa, Fish, Stas and Vi-it will blow your mind 

Dusa, 
a housewife 

Fislt 
sias 
I' 
a hippie 

What do they talk about together 
... if you're a man here's your 
chance to find out. 
Ordinary girls? ... with ordinary 
lives? ... except that Dusa's 
husband has run off to Morocco 
with their children .... Fish won't 
accept the break up of her love 
affair ... Stas is using her 
questionable night-time earnings 

, to finance a uni cou rse in marine 
biology .. . and Vi-well Vi is just 
Vi - out of nothing into 
everything including Stas' 
savings. But they all live 
together in a flat. Imagine 
the results. 

"Women on their own in a slice of life." 
WED. 31 ST MAY TO SAT. 24TH JUNE A Reserve B Reserve 
Tuesdays to Fridays 8.15pm. General Public $7.90 $6.00 
Saturdays 5.00pm. & 8.15pm. A.E.T.T. Members $6.50 
Sundays 3.30pm. Parti es (20 or more) , $5.90 
NO MONDAY PERFORMANCES. Students/ Pensloner~ $4.00 
Generous party concessions phone Sally Deacon on 231 6111 . PHbne bookings 231 6111. 
MAIL BOOKINGS NOW OPEN:-Send self-addressed stamped envelope stating 1 sl and 2nd 
preferences 10: Dusa, Fish. Slas & Vi . Theatre Royal . G.P.O. Box 4031 . Sydney, N.S.W. 2001. 

ROYAL MLCCENTRE 
KING STREET 
p .. , ~ ,nga.a""l>le 

"n<le't~at'" 

* PRI\f;\T'1 
TIJITIO~ * --- -------------------------------

BY 

101 §IIl 

Phone. 
~ .824~1 -0 

FRED CRESS 
RECENT PAINTINGS 
MAY 27 - JUNE 171978 

MICHAEL SNAPE 
RECENT SCULPTURES 
JUNE 24 - JULY 151978 

21 GIPPS STREET 
PADOINGTON 
SYDNEY 
AUSTRALIA 
PHONE 31 9720 

HOURS 
TUES.·SAT. 11 am·6 pm 

o 

IRI\f;\~ 

" 
Vynol Paints Pty., Ltd; 40 Burroughs Rd, Alexandria. 5194511 
manufacturer of educational paints and fine artist's materials. 

Derivan arts' school grade acryl ics. 
Derivan mUlti-purpose screen inks for fabric and paper. 
Derivan acrylic for primary and secondary education. 

Derivan Fine Artists' acrylics. 

P;\I~T 
throughout the world 

IEcececd1 
fine paintings & 

antiques---
Wishes to purchase good reference books ana 
magazines rel ating to all areas of visual art, 

83 Moneur Street 
Woollahra NSW 2025 

Telephone . 329292 

lOG 
"RECENT REALIST IMAGES" 

Monday 5th June - Friday 23rd June 

Artists include: 
Terence O'Donnell, Brad Levido, John Douherty, Brian Dunlop, Brian Westwood, 
Alan Oldfield, Anthony Chan, Alan Lee, Sally Robinson, Ian Grant, Jeffrey 
Pearson. 

IVAN DOUGHERTY GALLERY, 
Alexander Mackie College, 

200 Cumberland Street, 

2) 

THE ROCKS 

Gallery Hours: 
10am-5pm 

Monday - Friday 

CHAR I TY)S 

RESTAURANT 

~eatl(e- St.re..e..t 

BaLrnaLn.. 

M e. d d:. e.. y- r a. I'\. e 0.. Y\. 

f a I'\. t a 5 t '\ c.. 9 
. 0 
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IF YOU WANT 
FILMS FOR A NEW AGE ON MAN'S 

SPIRITUAL QUEST 

THE WISDOM OF THE WESTERN 
EASTERN RELIGIONS 

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHICS 

OR 
MEDITATION 

JUST CONTACT: 
NANETTE WALDEN ON 

(02) 699-6162 

P.O. BOX M301 
SYDNEY MAIL EXCHANGE 

N.S.W. 2012 

JASONFILM 

FOR A COpy OF YOUR FREE CATALOGUE 

REX IRWIN, 

Art Dealer 
, , , , , , , 
: A good gallery is only the reflection of the artists it represents: , 

COVENTRY GALLERY 

56 SUTHERLAND STREET 
PADDINGTON 

HOURS: 11-5 TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 

P!-IONE : 317338 

STAIRS 

GAllERY 
(Danny Ryan) 
CENTRAL CHAMBERS 
157 CROWN STREEr 
WOLLONGONG 

Students wishing to exhibit please phone or call in. 
Gallery Hours: 

Tues to Frid 10 - 5 
Saturday 9 . 12 noon 
Thurs 10·9.30 

Phone: 284989 (A.H. -- 298181) 

Exhibitions 
Performances 
Video 
Films 
Lectures 
Seminars 
Day and Evening classes 

Mixed media 
Modelling 
Silver Jewellery 
and Centrifugal 
Casting 

SCULPTURE CENTRE 
Hours II - 4, 7 Days. 
Society of Sculptors 
& Associates 
3 Cambridg.jl. Street 
The Rocks, NSW 2000 

. Telephone 241 2900 

! : 
Ivor ABRAHAMS 
Bill BROWN 

Sydney BALL 
Patrick CAULFIELD 
John FORREST 

Peter BLAKE 
John COBURN 
Sam FULLBROOK 
Royston HARPUR 
Graham KUO 
Margaret PRIEST 
Mykal ZSCHECH 

, , :~ ______________________________________________ --J 

, , John DOHERTY 
Helen GEIER 
Geoffrey HARVEY 
Stephen McCLYMONT 
Rollin SCHLICHT 

John GOULD 
David HOCKNEY 
Terrence MILLINGTON 
Richard SMITH 

, , , , , , , , , , 
Gallery Hours: Tuesday to Saturday 11 am to 5.30 pm. Sundays Noon : 
to 4.30 pm., First floor, 38 Queen Street, Woollahra, N.S.W. 2025. : 
Telephone 32-3212. ' , , , , , , ., , 

, Gallery Hours: Tuesday to Saturday 11 am to 5.30 pm. Sundays Noon: 
: to 4.30 pm., First floor; 38 Queen Street, Woollahra, N.S.w. 2025.: 
: Telephone 32·3212. : , , , , 
: ' , : 
t •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• •••••• ~ 

STUDENT DISCOUNT and f riendly , helpful advice when you buy books from 
Sydney's widest range of books on ART, CRAFT, PHOTOG RAPHY, THEATRE 
ARTS, COOKERY. FICTION - POSTERS - CARDS 

(IT" llfiHT~ 
B K~H8P 

161 Oxford St 
(near Taylor Square on the '~ay to town) 

Phone 33 5831 

" 



QUOTE 

Art people talk of bringing it to the 
masses so they paint etc more and more 
of ~t and stick it where people have access 
to It. 

All you two bit rockers 
SING OF THEGOLDEN MIME from Peter Tli6rn with your lepoard-skin suits 

And you phased out hippies 
with your daisy roots 

All you cosmic cowboys 
The Golden tunnel of eternal time 
Spoke to the men of the golden mime 
And the songs taht they. heard 

War dance. war whoop. o~d war point w ere the 
traditional symbols to rouse Redman to b* t1l e. 

with your aviator frames 
And you art-fring faggots 

with your name-dropping games. 

All you scene musicians 
with your finger-licking riffs 

And you dude morticians 
with yer polystyrene stiffs 

All you long hair, mug lair 
booze swilling freaks 

And you sad sac, mandrax, 
skag·bag geeks. 

All you space men, mace men 
crumby. crooked cops 

All you arse-licking, plucked chicken, 
mild mannered fops 

All you politicans 
with your Queen's maitdate 

And you Klu Klux clergy 
with your eyes full of hate 

Go say heUo to hell 

, ,. 

from the spirits that danced 
None could tum away from 
and none looked askance. 

They said "Come Hither, 
. You ghosts that are calling 
The souls of men, 
to redeem what has fallen". 

And the broad beat of time 
was once more on their heads 
~s the golden dawn hummed 
with the words taht they said. 

"Come hither, come hither for all is within 
The wrolds of the conquered 
one more to begin; 
Tehir striving for light and their crying 
for love 
LET NOT THE HAWK FLY AHEAD OF 
THE DOVE 

Ian Hunter 

" 
~ ... ~, ' t ' 

" " 
BEEF AND NOODLES V' 

THE COW IS FOR PUBLIC CONSUMPT
ION 
THEY OFTEN COME TO GRIEF 
THIS CAUSES SOME ERUPTION 
THEY RELUCTANTLY TURN TO 
BEEF 
BEEF AND NOODLES, A POPULAR 
DISH, THAT'S COMMON DEDUCTION 
THE ONLY BASIC INSTRUCTION 
BEING, TO ADD ONE BAY LEAF. 

iABCDE FMNOPQRS 
. ~ E D G H G L Q R ,So T S T 
eD E FI J K P:Q RS T U 

ALPHABET MAZE 

Begin A and End at Z . 
Follow'the sequence of the alphabet. 
NO DOUBLE LETTERS. 
NO TRA VELliNG DIAGONALLY. 
NO JUMPING MISSING LETTERS. 

~, 

F·~ E F G HI , ,J, 0 T S X W V 
G '{': F' G H I L: >K N Q TUX Y 
H :0', H K;, J M L MRS V WX 
. - .'-: ' - .~ 

11:11 J KNONSTVWY 
~l K · J K L M paR U W 'Y Z 

M.P, 

Personality of the Month Award 

Tony Phillips 
(Flinders St - House Officer?) 

Who is this man? 
Why is he here? 
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Presenting at very little expenSe, the 
super hero you have all been ~ajtmg.for; 
more aggressiv.e than a PekineSe with a 
paintbrush up its arse ........ . 
more psychic th'ao a Siamese cat... 
cooler than 8 chocolate sundae: .. 
It may not cure your hangover hut itll 
ruin your teeth ... 

Yes ... it's ......... . . . ... .. . . • . .... 

Here· at the focus of a dissipating volume 
· of Greensleeves shaped noise, emanating 
fiendishly from Mister Whippy's strangely 
decorated transporter .... 

Uere - at very little expense, and with no 
thought for the present, the past or the 
future, the immaculate dispenser of 
cool confectionary - the subtly sensuous 
choc-ice ... the deadly, deathly raspberry 
ripple ... Moving um:ecognised among the 
resorts of our world, bringing joy to small 
people with small coins ... people uncon
scious of the incredible potential, the 
barely restrained power .. . the pulsating, 
life giving intelligence that lurkes, flickers 
behind the benign mask of ... 

Meanwhile in Alaska (where there is very 
little demand for icecream) a young esk
imo girl is lying, face down, on the bleak 
white tundra. 

No-one knows she is there except her 
mother whose psychic powers have been 
expand~d by the agony of paralising 
arthritis. She suffers all alone in her 
little plastic igloo. With the only move
ment left to her she is kneading a ball 

· of snow in her numb, little pudgy, little, 
blue and forzen fingers; kneading it and 
kneading it until it become~ a ball of ice ... 

; aball of ice at which she stares .. . stares, 
· ever more intently.. . ; 

Slowly .. ' spmething takes shape in the 
·ice ... coldly moving ... a shadow that 
takes stronger form ...... .. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Greensleeves · is spilling its warped way ' 
to its last cracked chime. As it is about 
to resume its interminable round, a mind 
that is close to its rythmic Greensleev-

, ing is disturbed by a vision. 
. There, face down on a fresh dairy 

frost, is an eskimo. 
A little eskimo; 
An awareness of time, of place ... 

An awareness of need ... Springs to the 
ice keen mind of ICE CREAM MAN. 

XXXXXXXXX X 

A little boy is banging on the window. 
He is angry but he is unnoticed. The mind 
of ICE CREAM MAN dwells on more 
important things. 

The mind of ICE CREAM MAN is 
,', gathering all the pent up energies of the 

uncounted frustrations and anxieties of a 
'highly frustrated and anxious hl.\mal)ity. 

.. . -

The terlsion is building ... building ... 
It screams in the mind of ICE CREAM 
MAN. 

With ·the sound of a million squeaking 
blackborads, squeaking in unis~n the van 
containing ICE CREAM MAN IS wrench
ed torn across time and space - making 
a bit of a mess of Newton's and Einstein's 
laws in the process, and ripping a little 
boy's mind (and eardrums) to shreds -
and comes to a place where cold winds 
blow, ... a place where a small and barely 
warm body lies, stretched face down in 
the ice and snow of an Alaskan winter. 

icE CREAM MAN wasted no time. 
The too-cool body he places in the spot, 
between the spare wafers and the unfroz
en stock, above the heat rising from the 
r~frigerat.ion unit. 

The Mr Whippy van's ' wheels expand, 
extend ... the spokes protrude forming 
paddle wheels - paddle wheels that churn 
... gouge .. . spit and spray ice and snow, 
and tear the tundra into a maclstorm be
hind them ... 

But the body is still cold; the body is 
'cold and the clothes are still cold and the 
body hasn't enough heat left in it to heat 
them. ICE CREAM MAN knows what he 
must do. He knows he must transfer 
some of the heat from his generous body. 
He knows he must transfer as much as 
possible, as quickly as possible, to the 
too-cool body .. . 

And he finds a girl in the clothes -
a beautiful eskimo girl. A girl who needs 
the heat from his body - as much heat as 
he can give ... 

He hugs the too-<:ool body, but he 
knows it is not enough. 

He holds...ber tighter, presses against 
her. he feels the wann blood coursing 
through his ample body. He feels the . 
cold, firm beautiful body of the eskimo 
girl. He feels the blood pounding "in, and 
expanding his already more than ample 
body - and a part of his body, a particul
arly warm part, pulsating and throbbing 
with a life giving energy, penetrates the 
cold of the too-cool, beautiful, female, 
eskimo body, giving WARMTH and LIFE 
and some of the overflowing LOVE of ... 

, , 
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This is a quickie so J can get to the 
Stilletto concert at Albion Ave. 
General Student Meeting: 

This was held on Thursday 4th May 
at Flinders Street - some may not have 
known about it as any notices concern
ing your union's activities are ripped 
down at Cumberland Street - we don't 
know who it is but if you see them give 
them a kick up the arse. 

However, about seventy students 
attended tQ hear Steve Bolt talk on the 
attacks on student autonomy - the 
article written by Steve, who is our 
T.T.A. organiser for N.S.W., explains 
what was discussed. The three ER's 
(extraordinary resolutions) II, 12, 13, 
were put to the vote. Eleven and thirteen 
were passed unanimously. Twelve lost. 
Copies of these ERs were printed in the 
April issue. 
The SRC 1978 Grant: 

The SRC passed a motion at the 2nd 
May meeting that on the fourth of July 
'78, a meeting of SRC members will be 
held to determine the allocation of the 
grant. Applications in writing to the 
SRC office by 27th June. Applications 
include a budget also. Each application 
will be roneoed and distribute'a"to each 
SRC member before 4th Ju)y. 

So get yourselves together and apply -
no matter how small or large, we can only 
say no. 
Student Supply Shop: 

After five weeks of waiting, the admin 
has granted us the space at Flinders St. 
to set up the shop. Nothing comes simply 
- its only temporary as the admin might 
deem it necessary to use the space for 
some other purpose in the future. Any
way its great we can get under way. 
Different grades of canvas, acrylics 
(including a french made paint equal to 
liquatex but half the price), general 
drawing and painting gear, bulk rolled 
colour and B & W film are a few of the 
lines to be available at good prices -
watch for posters for details. Printmaking 
paper and quality draWing cartridge and 
folders are available now through Graham 
Kuo, 9.00- 9.30am at Cumberland Street 
foyer. 
Access to Facilities: 

This was discussed at the general 
student meeting. The conclusion of the 
discussion was that if you want access 
ask for it - don't go home, let your 
needs be known - ring up Common
wealth Street if there is none on camp us 
to see. A committee chaired by Col 
Jordan with Geoff Weary , Linda Coombs 
and Garry Traynor has been formed to 
discuss access to buildings and facilities 
outside normal hours. 

The myth of doing twenty hours of 
required studio practice is an important 
aspect of getting access to facilities. 
Col/ege Council Representative: 

Nominations for the vacant position 
closed on 27th May, so don't forget to 
vote. Notices will be posted concerning 
candidates and polling places and times. 
Art Committee: 

Though they are keeping a low profile, 
last month they funded ten students to 
go to the INSEA Conference to be held 
in Adelaide in August. The Art Comm
ittee paid for the registration fees. 
Twenty students applied to go, so a ballot 
was taken to determine who was to go. 
The conference covers all aspects of art 
in society and in education. 
Primary Committee: 

The members of this group have been 
busy organizing lunchtime concerts and 
discussion groups. Watch the next issue 
of Chimaera for a detailetl report that 
their pres. Micheal Saker, will write. 

This report has been brief so come to 
a meeting or see an SRC member for 
more detail. 

Jude McBean 

Student Autonomy under Attack -
Victorian Government to legislate against 
student unions. 

The Victorian Liberal Government is 
about to' introduce legislation · attacking 
student unions and students' rights to 
organise. Control . of student organisat
ions is ·to be taken away from students 
and placed in the hands of campus ad
ministrations and the State Government. 

This legislation is being introduced 
at the request of a small group within 
the Liberal student movement, which is 
itseif split on the question. The exact 
details oL.ttte legislation have not yet 
been announced, but the Victorian 
Premier, ~r. Hamer, has said it will be 
hased on the policy on student unionism 
decided by the Liberal Party State. 
Council on ~rch 5, 1978. 

The n'ew law is-to be aimed at both the 
local SRC's etc~ and the national student 
union, the AUS.:,It hopes to .effectively 
sile~;~e orgari~ed stpdent unionism~ . 

~.H.. e. 

What the law doe!: 
The proposed law will divide student 

union activities into two categories: 
'service' and 'political' functions . The 
payment . of fees to rmance 'service' 
activities will remain compulsory while 
the payment of fees to 'political' bodies 
will become voluntary. So students who 
have political objections to unionism, 
those who object to particular policies 
of a student union and those who Simply 

. couldn't be bothered paying fees will 
simply be able to 'opt out' of member
ship when they _ enro1. Of course those 
opt out will still benefit from the gains 
won by; student unions. 

The taSk of categorising various 'ac
tivities into 'services' and 'political' 
slots will be left to campus adminis
t rations. It can be assumed that they will 
be only too happy to squash their mllior 
enemies - student organisations. To 
assist in this the Victorian Government 
will amend the various Acts governing 
Universities and Colleges in that state 
to dictate the purposes for which student 
unions can spend money. I 

A statutory .Tribunal wiQ be set up to 
resolve disputes about the use of student 
money. This body will have no student 
representation. It's not · har4 to guess 
that the main function of ~he Tribunal 

will be to put the boot in and bureau
cratically hamper the running of student 
,unions by making sure that no 'political' 

. expenditure slips through the dragnet. 
Politic! and Service! - Who Draws the 
Line? 

It is virtually impossible to draw a 
rational, objective distinction between 
'services' and 'political' activities. For 
instance student campaigns to increase 
TEAS or for better child-care service to 
students are also inevitably political . 
Is a submission to the Federal Govern
ment on education funding 'political'? 

) 



Is a campaign against sexism in educ
ation 'political'? Is the production of a 
student newspaper 'political'? 

Because our society is based on 
injustice and inequality the only way for 
a union to improve the welfare of its 
members (and thus provide a service) 
is to engage in political action. This may 
take the form of a petition, submission, 
demonstration or a letter to an M.P. 
Student welfare has to be fought for. 

The Victorian Education Minister, 
Lindsay Thompson, was asked how the 
definition would be made in practice. 
At first he said he didn't know. Then he 
announced that if an issue was 'controver
sial' it would he classed as 'politics'. Any
thing 'controversial' it would be made 
voluntary! 

This facile distinction between ;ser- ' 
vices' and 'politics' is scarcely a thick 
enough veil to hide the basic political 
intent of this legislation. It is aimed at 
destroying any effective organ,isation or 
dissent among students. Student unions 
have long been a thorn in the side of 
governments because governments rarely 
do anything which benefits students. 
This legislation is no exception. 
Compulsory Unionism: . 

At present membership of student 
unions at the campus level 'i! compUl
sory. Students automatically become 
members when they pay their service 
fee at enrolment. Compulsory student 
unionism has always been supported by 
the majority of students. All students 
enj oy the benefits that student unions 
have gained over the years, so all should 
contribute to these organisations. 

Now the Hamer Liberal Government 
has decided that it is not going to allow 
students to continue to organise in this 
way. It is claiming to offer students 'free
dom of choice' . If this Liberal Govern
ment were sincere about 'freedom of 
choice' it would let students decide 
democratically whether we want volun
tary organisation .... The Victorian Govern
ment knows it would lose - just as the 
few Liberal students behind this legis
lation have always failed to win student 
support for the idea of voluntary member
ship. 

Meanwhile in other States •.. 
State Government intervention seems 

to be the latest tactic in the war of attri
tion conservative forces are waging 
against student unions. In 1977 the 
Court Liberal Government in Western 
Australia passed a law which made mem
bership of student unions voluntary, 
prevented the spending of student union 
money on 'outside' causes and made it il
legal for Western Australian students to 
belong to the AUS. It also made provi· 
sion for students who do not belong to 
student unions to vote in student union 
elections! 

In Queensland the coalition Govern
ment has threatened similar legislation. 
It seems only a matter of time before 
Bielke-Petersen gets around to doing it. 

And to those who say it couldn't hap· 
pen here . . . A few weeks ago the NSW 
parliament was considering a Bill to 
tighten up the legal ability of administra· 
tions to collect student union fees. The 
Liberal-dominated Upper House moved 
an amendment to make membership of 
student unions voluntary. This amend
ment was rejected by the Wran Labor 
Government, so the Bill is now 'in limbo'. 
If the Liberals had won the last State 
election students in NSW would be in a 
'similar position to those in the' West and 
Victoria. In South Australia events have 
patalleled those in NSW. 

You don't need to be a professor of 
political science .or a paranoid schizo
phrenic to see 'the pattern . 
. Because:students have~be~n. vocal abput 
educatiotl and SOcial isSues (like uranium) 
.and often criticial of' goyerl1lI'!.ent -policies, 
the Liberal Party' and' itS coalition allies 

'are trying to legislate-.:~Jiiae~t Qtgapisa--. 
!tions out of . exlst.ence, ·.~ith ' sti!ij~nt . 
'unions out of thewa, .. th~ Fras~r Govern- .. 
'ment can more ,asaideplace TEAS by a 
~Government-run student loans scheme 
~and perhaps ~'{en reintroduce tertiary 
.ituition fees, . ~ith, perhaps .a .whimper of 
IDtudent protest, but certainly not a bang: 

IT this Liberal 'experiment" works 
against student unions, then the next 
target must logically be the trade union 

"'movement. Sooner or later there' will be 
!!,obody to efretively .oppose anything 'the 
treactionary forces want to do, which is of . 
• course·, iust how they like it. 

~lf we~'don't fight, we'll lose . 
Student unionism, Liberal style, would 

fbe controlled first by the Government, 
,·secondlY.'.by its Statutory Tribunal and 
~. ;.-r . 

,i 

thirdly by campus administrations. Stu
dent control of student affairs would be 
shattered. 

What is at stake is our right to 
organise, our right to control our own af
fairs without interference from Govern
ments or administraitons. Student unions 
exist to serve the needs of students, to 
protect our interests. We don't need (or 
want) politicians and vice-chancellorsl 
principals to tell us what we can or can't 
do with our organisations and our money. 
Students have chosen to organise in com
pulsory, autonomous student unions. 
Now we must fight to defend our right to 
make that choice. 

Steve Bolt 

ART VVORK.£R5 

* U\R6E. * 
Rf:SI()£Nn,~L OR STuDIO 

WARE~E 
SPACES 
TO L...Er 

~~~~~MA~i' .. 
tJLO& .. HARhAAVE LANE. 
EAST SYD.. 31·4771 



RATIONALISATION KATHLEEN 

Broke again, 
and again 
and again, again, again, again, again and again 
Commonly known as obsession 
Depression 
Edpression 
Impression 
Depression one 
Indecision 
Two 
Suggestibility 
Three 
Feelings of unreality 
Four 
Obsession 
Five 
Feelings of personality disintigration 
Six 
Depression 
One 
panic 
Two 
Palpitations 
Three 
Difficulty in expanding the chest 
Four 
Feelings of collapse 
Five 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Six 
Any new symptom 
The four concepts 
No apparen~ cause 
Establishment 
Giddyness 
PaipitatiQns 
Collapse 
Common Cause 
Panic 
The four concepts 
Recession 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Occupation 
Touching the stars 
Smile 
When you say that .:--
Religion ,.' 
Six pick up :;ticks and lay ·them straight 
Commonly known as a dichotomas request , " . 
seven a big 
Fat 
Hen 
Texas ..... ? 
I wrote them a cheque 
And it'll bounce on Monday 
Rationalisation Kathleen 

Wendy Lynch. 

., 

MY ONLY GARDEN' 

Outside the noise con tinued ' as the glass 
win ." 
chimes in the garden; 
soft and comforting at times then 
jamming and 
monotonous. ,. :,. "'. 
A paUid light seeping in through the cane 
slats of . 
the blind, highlighted the coloru of your 
skin 
Breth passed softly through your mouth, . 
you . 
fair hari damp then dry streaked across 
you 
forehad. You caly fist hands lay like 
sculptured 
marble across and behind your head. 
Occasionally 
I glimpsed black lashes flicker sevileing 
white 
Palling myself out comfort I clumsily 
made . 
motions to organise myselfi as always and 
cloaked 
myself for thepublic arena. We shared tea 
and each others 
nipples, subbing against peeling paint. 
Commenting on all manner of things in 
order to 
seviel each other to each other. We 
though of 
falling in love but wondered whether we 
could 
spare the time or energy miles seem to 
hold 
us back as happens and letters would no 
doubt of of little help. 

So I went out that night , as others and 
drank 
cainty full. The less I though of you the 
less I saw of you. 

Or is it the more I saw of you the less I 
though of you. 

You said you knew the aosers but not 
the questions. To myself I aksed and . 
answered the questions mainting sanity. 

I wondered whether I enjoyed yo~ or 
the though I wondered whether you 
enjoyed me or the though of me. 

I wondered what you thought, of me. 
I wondered. 
If ouod myself thinking and sinking . 

at the ought 
of you too often. So I began as confused 4 

people always do, to talk about and think 
about it too much . 
and thus became more confused. The 
chikes were no longer soft, they no longer 
made needlepoint, crystal sounds in my 
wet green 
garden. Instead they were oud, making 
incressant 
noise that broke into my peace, my only 
quiet . 
So I cut out my heart , and placed the 
chimes 
out one night along with all the other 
rubbish. 
Somehow I felt that deprivation would . 
mean construction . 
But I missed their sounds. Construction 
became misconstrue ted without them. 

So I replaced them with some chimes 
that vaguely resembled the old ones of 
you as one does with things one has loved 
and lost. 

For a while after the noise outside 
continued as in my garden. Soft and com· 
forting at times then jamming and 
monotonous. 

P. Noisea. 

"Are you Fair Dinkum Blue?" 

.Graeme Cox 
H.Ed2 
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Besides untold millions of other 
prisoners of the media, J also have been 
an involuntary witness to most of the acts 
of significant terrorism in recent years. 

Violence of course is a phenomena 
which regrettably is integral to our 
society, - however terrorism seems a bit 
more than the usual slap in the face . 

What makes terrorism so much more 
threatening and deadly than the usual 
violence, which generally we integrate 
(accept) with relative ease? 

Primariliy, of course, it is the realisa
tion (now irrevocably conflImed by 
Mora's assassination) that society is 
largely unable to protect its citizens 
against the determined and clever terror
ist. 

Such acts where effective, attack the 
mechanism and mythology of personal 
securuty which so often is tied to the idea 
of society as an unchangeable absolute. 
You know, "My job and iunch bag, 
Malcolm and the wife." 

Premature brain cell-destroying, drug 
induced illumination of a paranoid 
variety, has induced me to the view that 
we're all going to die anyway, so it's best 
to learn to swim early. The trick though 
is to retain ethics (goodness and sanity) in 
a world gone mad. 

As a-communication (it- seems to me) 
terrorism achieves one thing - it drama
tises t'o 'each of us the condition of our 
own lives - idealogically speaking. "What 
did you do in the war daddy?" It is these 
terms which make it plausible to evaluate 
terrorism as if in an art context. 

Naturally - the motivation for , - or 
could J say quality of, terrorist acts over 
the years, is on a vast scale of differences. 
(Comrade ZILCH suppressed by a cruel; 
over bearing father, n,eedlessly murders 
the flight steward on a highjacked airliner). 
But suffice to say - the terrorist is gener
ally a dedicated entity - whose readiness 
to die for his cause or belief, is a subli
minal fact which operates on our 
consciousness. 

Increasingly one finds it difficult to 
suppress a fantasy in which he (in my 
case) is confronted by a clear minded, 
rational, confident, intelligent, handsome, 
politically educated and accomplished 
ratbag who is challenging your/my willing
ness to participate in the process of saving 
the world· from American ' imperialism, 
uninium, racism . and all ' the · rest of "it. 

Regardless of one's hostility about the 
consequences of terrorist violence, it- is 
evident that the terrorist has achieved a 
cerdibility through his obvious · political 
motivation. He may be viewed as tragic
ally mistaken but he is not necessarily 
mad. Nor is the terrorist by any stretch of 
the imagination a popular hero. (The 
P.L.O. could have this status however). 

., 
, 

Running boar, Altimira . (Neanderthal man 

_ Members of the Red Brigades in jail in Turin: 'The state is on its knees' 

Police chief Loan executes Viet Gong, 196B 
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Generally he is idealogjcally lonely -
motivated by dark schemes to rearrange 
the structure of society in a way which is 
not necessarily revealed. 

There is an implication in all this 
which I feel the modern art worker 
cannot ignore (I can't anyway). Terrorism, 
through dramatising (albeit questionably) 
the whole political circus, points towards 
the question "What is our responsibility 
and priority in a world which is burning." 

The magnitude of political confron
tation and social upheaval throughout the 
world is so great that it could easily be 
seen as the only 'cause celebre' worth 
participating in. 

So what is the function and viability 
of art under these circumstances. What 
also is the integrity of an ART which is 
subverted by political idealism and what 
is the integrity of an art which ignores 
social reality. 

Traditionally, at his best, the artist 
stood both at the centre and perimeter of 
the social dynamic - pushing the limits 
and creating new forms - the front man 
for change with a different sort of'power
drill' than the average dictator - benign or 
otherwise. 

The recipe? A kind of savvy - common
sense with talent and a penchant for 
quality with hints of respinsibility plus 
the magic ingredient. 

Quality undoubtedly has to be a major 
consideration in any dialogue on this 
subject. 

Whilst 'change' is a fundamental of 
survival, change which produces no 
advance in intelligence or quality of life 
(and I don't mean washing machines) is 
futile. 

, There is also a painful choice (while 
the bomb explodes) between upholding a . 
quality (esoteric) which only preaches to ' 
the educated - informed converted and/or ' 
subverting that quality to reach and 
involve a so-called wider and more urgent 
audience. 

But if ART doesn't pose a question 
and a challenge, where is it? 

So to wrap it up (the typesetters are 
waiting and we felt Chimaera had to have 

· an article on Terrorism), we have 
questions which it would be good to get 

· some feedback about . 
Herman Hesse painted a succinct por

trait of the dilemma in the Glass Bead 
Game . His hero, the Magister Ludi, is an 

· evolved man leading a private life who has 
everything to gain creatively and in status 
- by sitting on his arse. He is driven how
ever, by a self-critical recognition that 
'something is not right' - out into the real 
world. 

It is at this point that he begins to 
learn. 
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FURTHER NOTES 

We may consider 'cultural centralism' to be 
ridiculous. Or we may not. The concepts of rel
ativity and social relevance make the critique of 
cultural centralism difficult and confused - as 
these notes may demonstrate, although not an 
attempt. A means of introduction. 

We could vary the subject from one person 
making 'art', to a so called representative, demo
cratic governmental bureaucracy administering 
'national affairs' . 

This is to formally introduce the idea and 
prompt some feedback on the possibilities and 
relative viewpoints of a nation wide dialogue of 
artists, emanating from art institutions in the 
fom of a regular paper/magazine. 

Bringing 'cultural centralIsm' (a stab in the 
dark?) to some point of discussion is important 
(I feel) in considering any 'mass' media. It is too 
easy to be mislead by the belief that such a pub
lication would present an overall view of what is 
really happening in art colleges/schools and/ 
or what students etc, are actually needing, doing 
and effecting in and around these institutions. 

Of course it is hoped, if such an effort was 
made by representatives of the many and varied 
art colleges etc, around Australia and possibly 
NZ, that what would result would be the found
ation of greater communication and a regular, 
critical correspondence with/between the facets 
of art, media nad education that effect us all. 

As with all media there would necessarily be 
restrictions. I don't mean editorially - rather by 
the nature of the format would contributors be 
bounded. 

The collation of material could work in two 
ways. Perhaps a worthwhile experiment would 
be to try both. 

Firstly, the most obvious way to assemble 
work for such a publication would be to stand
ardise and centralise the gathering and receiving 
procedures, layout and printing etc, so as to 
present a product which looks and reads and is 
potentially a professional or legitimate publicat
ion to gain a wider acceptance. This basically 
means, and here lies the danger, that all material 
would have to be sifted and edited by a group 
whose ultimate objectives could become 
to produce the paper by a particular time in a 
composed, readable form. The nature of these 
fomal pressures is essentially de-sensitising to 
those directly involved and must affect the 
information itself. 

Because this method of production involves 
the ethical problems of monoply and bias the 
suggestion could now be added that the 'central
isation' be rotated so that each school or area of 
contributors in each state have an equal or 
relative hand in the actual assembly, perhaps 
producing collective feature issues on the partic
ular probelms and interests within the college or 
group. 

Another method, and I believe preferable in 

some ways,' would be for every group interested 
to gather/accept, layput and have printed their 
own material on a standard page format to be 
assembled with the printed material for other 
groups. For example, Alexander Mackie has ten 
thousand· or so, ten page \Japers printed and sent 
in relevant proportions to the variou.s other art 
colleges etc, throughout Australia and maybe 
NZ, who in tum have a similar number of their 
paper printed, sending a relevant proportion to 
Alex Mackie to be composited within our 
paper. The result is a national, multi-layered, 
arts paper of varied and interesting design, infor
mation and outlook. 

Of course, this may be technically improbable. 
It involves a great deal of organisation and res
ponsibility and is usually left to only a few to 
maintain. A solution could be found, perhaps by 
employing part time a co-ordinator to see to its 
continued smooth running, encouraging students 
toatively participate. 

I don't believe this national publication 
should be seen as some kind of reliable news 
bulletin - but as a forum for ideas and infor-

. mation relative to a national perspective. It 
should also compliment more immediate and 
accessible weekly news and activities papers cir
culating in the specific contexts immediately 
affected by the circumstances of staff, adminis
tration, exhibitions and "whose doing whats" of 
all kinds. 

This verbiage (?) is exhausted - I'm sure 
there's more to say. Oh yes, please consider the 
potential (quite seriously) and feed us back with 
short comments, in depth essays or just sophis
ticated statistical research. 

It has to happen. It's only a matter of time 
(and some effort) .. ;: .... 
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